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                                     PREFACE.  
 
 
 
Mother India embraces in her arms numerous tribes and castes, hundreds of sects and com-  
munities and great diversities of faiths and religions. Of these, a very few people have 
the linked histories of their own, as ages have passed without working upon their spirit 
of ardency for the study of their antiquities. Centuries rolled on : there grew no 
curiousities in the minds of the people to turn over the leaves of their obscured past ! 
Thus after generations, the brilliant aspect of facts and truths got distorted  
and much coloured by conceding to idle exaggerations, fancies and falsehoods, the raw 
truths sometimes having been manufactured into tales of wonder. In most cases, even there 



 

 

is left nothing in the form of such wondrous tales as being analysed by expert hands may 
present its true frame work to their inquisitive eyes." More deplorable is the case with 
the history of the Pods, which lies almost blank as far as the eyes can reach. Old 
Sanskrit and Vernacular literatures of different periods are replete with the  
historical anecdotes of the Hindus. Who knows where in the old torn and abstruse palm 
leaves, the protraits of the daily life of the Pods, who are proud of a sublime past, 
 11  
are elaborately depicted ! The region remains still unexplored, the gateway still 
unopened, the mysteries still unrevealed ! It requires more deliberate labour, gifted 
ability and ardous devotion to push on this sacred task.  
 
 Hitherto, in the Census Reports and some miscellaneous other publications it has 
been the fate of the Pods to be the objects of very uncharitable criticisms, and attempts 
have been made to expose the status of the caste with a degree of contemptuous 
indifference, as many of our malignant countrymen, who chanced to hold offices in the 
Census department puffed up with a feeling of braggart social superiority and burning  
with the sinister motive of permanently fixing on the shoulder of a people the yoke of 
eternal subjection the par of which can nowhere be found in this world, acted upon their 
deepbred prejudices and apathy and got up false and fictitious anecdotes regarding their 
manners of life, the truth of which can best be challenged. Thus they replenished the 
stores of history with vile caricatures of facts for the future chroniclers, having 
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recoujse to represent the" people in the stamp they wished, merely for -the gratification  
of a wanton malicious attitude with the clumsy object of blocking the progress of the 
children of this important unit of the nation ! Mr. L. S. S.O'Malley, the Commissioner of 
the last Census operation of Bengal, Behar and Orissa, acquits himself of any charge of 
misconception in the following remarks :  
 
" The list merely summarizes the reports recieved and must be accepted with reserve. The 
utmost care has been taken to place the castes under the different categories only, when 
there was a general concensus of opinion about them, and to reject views that were 
manifestly based on misconception ; but in other cases I was not in a position to judge 
of the correctness or incorrectness of the reports recieved, and errors may have been 
made."  
 
The Census Report for 1911 ; p. 233 ; para 520.  
 
 This shows that the Census Commissioner, too, entertained some doubts in the 
honesty and truthfulness of our countrymen who assisted him in the compilation of the 
Report ! Certainly this is a slur on our national character, and goes a considerable way 
in support of what Lord Macaulay and Lord Curzon said of us !  
 
However, let me first deal with the various imaginative stories contributed to by 
different writers regarding the origin of the caste :  
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Sir H. Risley t said in his ' Tribes and Castes of Bengal ' " The educated members^ of 
the caste claim for it a mixed descent from a Kayastha father and a Napit mother." The ' 
Viswakosh ' exactly corroborates Sir Risley's narrative. It is more than curious that the 
educated members of a community, who must be presumed to possess something of the common 
sense, will condescend to publish such an unfounded and disrespectful theory on their own 
origin ! Mr. W. W. Hunter writes in his ' Statistical accounts of Bengal ' (The 24 
Perganahs vol.). " They are said tobe the offspring of a Sunri mother and a Napit ather."  
The Census Report for 1901 puts forward an almost similar legend, saying, " They are  



 

 

descended from the union of a Vaisya man with a Sunri woman." A still more fanciful and 
strange account is given in the Khulna District Gazetteer p. 67, which runs as follows ;  
 
 "The following story regarding the origin of the Pods and Chandals is current in 
Khulana. (?) A beautiful girl succumbed to the blandishments of a low caste lover  
and gave' birth to a son. The intrigue and its result were kept secret and in due course 
the girl was married to a man of her own rank in life. She had several other sons, who 
were brought up in comfort, while her first born shifted for himself as best as he could. 
When the legitimate children grew up, they learnt the story of their mother's frailty and 
persecuted their hflf-brothet in all possible ways. Oflce, when he was away from home, 
they pulled up his paddy seedlings and planted them upside down. This was more than the 
bastard could bear, and he was about to commit suicide when the goddess Lakshmi appeared 
and caused the plants to bear crop of golden grain. The bastard is said to be the 
ancestors of the Pods, while the legitimate sons were the forefathers of the Chandals."  
 
 I enquired into the above legendary tale about the progenitors of the Pods, but 
wondered to find no existence of any such queer rumour in Khulna ! Some authors have 
said, " there is a subcaste of Chandal known as Pod."* Some describes them, as the ' 
half-brothers of the Chandals ' probably laying stress on the foregoing story (myth ?), 
while some reproduces them as ' aboriginal ' or ' semi-aboriginal ' and ' amphibious '  
specimens of the human races ! Much more instances based on total misconception may  
be quoted at length.  
 
 Some imaginary subcastes of the Pods have been set up in various works, not the 
one the least agreeing with the other ; viz. Tanti and Chasi Pods in the 24 Perganahs 
District Gazetteer ;  
 'Bagdnde and 'Khotta or 'Mound' Pods in * The Census Report for 1901 ; p. 382.  
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 Risley's 'Tribes and Castes of .Bengal' and the Viswakosh ; and Chhanchi and 
Jasuri Pods in the Census Report for 1901. Such strange subcastes are even not known to 
the Pods themselves. In the Khulna District Gazetteer, some reflection is cast on the 
people for worshiping the Goddess of Sitala but I am well acquainted with the fact that 
the custom universally obtains among the inhabitants of Midnapore and other districts, 
and a best Brahmin will esteem it his pride and thank his stars to propitiate the Goddess  
without any possibility of staining his Aryan birth.  
 The author of the Census Report for 1901 observes : "It has been noticed elsewhere 
that the Pods still preserve some recollections of their old religion and worship Buddha 
under the name of Dharma Raj or Dharma Thakur." (The Census Report for 1901 p. 396). But 
on my enquiry into the practice, I found it to have existed or to exist nowhere among the 
Pods. Mahamohopadhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri, M.A., who made considerable scholastic 
researches into the worship of Dharma Debata, being asked, kindly wrote to me,  
 
 " I have investigated the question of Dharma Puja,. but I do not remember having 
ever connected it with the Pods."  
 
Sir Risley mentions Balasore as one of the districts in which the Pods are' found to 
live.  
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 But far from extending to Balaspre, they confine themselves in Contai Subdivision 
of the District of Midnapore, and do not go beyond it to further west. The following 
strange references to the practices of the caste were made by the same author and are 
worth notice. : "They will eat sivcetmeats, drink and smoke with the fishing subcastes of 
Bagdi, and these are admirably deemed to be nearly their equals in rank. * * The Sutra-  
dhar and Kapali, while they will eat sweetmeat and drink and smoke in company with a Pod, 
will not use the same pipe or drink from the same lota." As far as my enquiries into the 
manners and customs of the caste are concerned, I can assert that there are no such 
usages prevalent among the Pods.  
 
 Mr. Jogendra Nath Bhattacharjee Bidyd Bhusan M.A.D.L., said in his Hindu Castes 
and Sects that the Pods are one of the castes which furnish by far the largest number of 
criminals ; but from the Census Report for 1911 we are given to understand that the high 
classes of Bengal retain the greatest number of the inmates of jails, and also supply a 
far larger number of criminals than the Pods do.* It says : " Of the  
 
* Inmates of Jails : Brahmins 542, Kayastha 817, Pod  
54, etc.  
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 indigenous castes, the most law abiding appear to be the Rajbansis, of whom only 2 
per 100000 were in prison when the census was held. The population is only 1 per 10000 or 
less among the Jolahs, Jogis, Chasikaibarttas, Pods, Sadgops, Santals, Sahas and  
Sheiks. * * The largest number of Hindu criminals are Kayasthas and Brahmans." (Vide the  
Census Report for 1911, p. 7720). Alas, still they will get to say that the Pods are the 
most criminals ! We cannot concieve anything more perverse ! Shall we believe that the 
Pod criminals eluded the scrutinous researches of the Census authorities through the 
power of some magic ?  
 This reminds us of the Sanskrit fable, in which the little kingfisher, which 
subsists on tiny fishes and watersnails only, grieved over his lot for his particular 
title, though there are many other  
 
(Vide the Census Report for 1911 ; Appendix to  
 
Table XVI, part II, Group 168).  
 
Beggars, prostitutes, criminals and inmates of jails and  
asylums :  
 
(i) Kayastha ... 831 males. ... 1484 females.  
 
(ii) Pod 102 " ... 300 "  
 
(Ibid ; Tables XVI headed 'Occupation by selected  
 
castes, tribes and races').  
 
N. B. It should be noticed that the Kayastha population of Bengal is almost twice as much 
as that of the Pods.  
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creatures consuming larger fishes in much more profusion ;  
 



 

 

fort:  
 
 
 
 Instances of such irresponsible references to the caste for lowering it in public 
estimation are so very numerous that I reserve it for a separate treatise to deal with in 
full. I do not mention of the authors of some vernacular publications who are no less 
uncharitable and illdisposed to the caste.  
 
 Now, I turn to a more serious untruth which may mislead many to the belief that it 
is the result of a careful survey into the status of the caste and "a record of existing 
facts' f as the Census Commissioner defines the object of the Census. This relates to 
their occupation. Since the Census of 1872, more or less which have * i. e. The 
crocodiles, crows, kites, herons, snakes, mongooses and men, who do not eat fishes ? but  
slender-bodied and subsisting on tiny fishes though I am, my fate it is to bear, in this 
world, the disgraceful title of Matsya rank a ( the Sanskrit name of the king-fishers  
implying the most greedy for fishes ) !  
 
 been said as to the profession of the people, will generally go to imply that tkey 
are one of the principal fishing castes of Bengal ! In the Census Report for 1911, the 
statistics of their present occupations show that out of per 1000 Pods, 871 males and 4 
females are^ fishermen, while only 9 males and 3 females are cultivators ! According to 
the same the Pods are even said to out-number the Jalia Kaibarttas and the Tiyars, the 
two prevailing fishing castes of Bengal, in the matter of fishing as the latter are  
alleged to furnish only 519 males, 7 females and 513 males, 6 females per thousand 
respectively. * Thus, the status of a purely agricultural caste has been blackened with 
false-hoods in the pages of such immortal works, the authenticity of the records of which 
is taken as never questionable ! That by tradition they invariably adhere to the 
occupation of agriculture from time immemorial has been adequately proved in the present 
work by quoting extracts from some literatures of old. It is a well known fact that they 
ar a purely agriculturist people, and still the fatiguing sweat of their brows turns out  
crop of grain for the subsistence of their country men who are untired in showing them 
 
* Vide the Census Report for 1911, p. 574.  
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the cloven foot of long-roofed prejudice and apathy, apart from attempting to liberate 
their brethren from the cattle prison of centuries' ignorance ! I leave the matter to my 
generous readers to judge what a raalignant campaign is organised by some of our high-
class brethren to crush the aspiration of the backward classes, who probably thought that 
such unfounded records would be passed by unnoticed and unprotested by the people aimed 
at ! Alas, their object is defied and sure to be frustrated !*  
 
 * It is curious that in the same work The Census Report for 1911, the truth that 
the Pods are a purely agricultural people is supported ! In p. 521, the Subsidiary Table 
I on "Castes classified to their traditional occupation, 536000 Pods are mentioned as 
"Cultivators including growers of special products." This shows that almost the entire 
population is engaged in agriculture. Again, in p. 539, para 1065, the same Report 
remarks : " Special statistics of the castes engaged in fishing in the Presidency and 
Burdwan Divisions show that half are Bagdis, and one-eighth are Malos, who only slightly 
outnumber the Jalia Kaibarttas. Of other castes, the most strongly represented are the 
Tiyars, Rajbanshis and Namasudras."  
 Here the Pods are not justly mentioned among the fishing castes. What the 
conflicting statements on the occupation of the Pods in the same work account for is not  
clear. In commenting on fishing, The Census Report says :  
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 I will leaye aside this unpleasant task after dealing with one more : The 
instructions regarding the preparation of the Annual Reports and Returns of Education for 
the period ending 31st March, 1918, as issued by the Director of Public Instruction, 
Bengal, lay down that the Pods etc.,along with some untouchable and aboriginal tribes, 
are to be entered in the column under the heading of Depressed classes in the General  
Table VA, and not in that reserved for the Non-Brahmin Hindus. The Dichotomous divisions  
Brahmins and non-Brahmins of the term Hindu no doubt imply the Hindu population in  
its entirety. According to this circular the Pods are excluded from the category of the 
Non-Brahmin Hindus and this exclusion means that they are not Hindus at all ! In 
pursuance of this "As explained in 1901, the two occupations (i.e., catching and selling 
fish) should be amalgamated, as they cannot be kept distinct. A few sections of the 
fishing community catch fish, but do not retail them and a few others expose them for 
'sale." Is it for the fact that the Pods catch fish not for retailing but for their own 
consumption, they should be stigmatised as fishermen? In Bengal, all castes from Brahmin 
to Chandal use to catch fish for their own use ; will they, then, fall in the category of  
fishermen ?  
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 instruction, the Ppds, to their utter 'surprise and disgrace, were returned as 
differ&nt from the Non-Brahmin Hindus. If they do not fall in the category of the Hindus, 
what are they ? What religion should they be said to profess, expelled in this way from 
all the strata of Hinduism ? That the Pods hold on to a purely Hindu status even more 
rigidly than their high-class brethren do, is such a transparent fact that it requires no 
mention nor explanation ; and any unbiased inquisitive eye cannot but see it. What led 
the authorities to stigmatise the people with such offensive stamp, to the base 
satisfaction of a class of men who are always on the look-out for seeing their prestige  
somehow exposed, seems to be a puzzle.  
 
 Sir Risley's classifications of the caste precedence in Bengal places the Pods 
high above the group containing many tribes and castes * with whom they are wrongly 
combined by the Educational Authorities. In the Education Report of 1890 91, the Directer 
writes :  
 
" Again there are backward races in Bengal proper  
 
* Vide "The People o/ India' P. 120 ; also, The Census Report of Bengal, 1901, p. 369. 
These classifications, too, as far as the Pods are concerned, are incorrect and open to 
objections.  
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 Chandals, Dornes and Bagdis for instance, who are in a low stage of civilization, 
but are regularly returned as Hindus. There are great difficulties in the way of a  
separate classification of these backward races, but if this could be done, their 
educational progress could be traced as clearly as that of Mahomedans. Trwre is no very  
clear line of demarcation between the latter and genuine aborigines."  
 
 This shows that the authorities had a wish to fix the demarcating line between the 
backward races and genuine aborigines in order to have more amount of attention paid to 
the spread of education among the classes of the Hindus which are backward in the matter. 
But if this be the object of the authorities why are the backward and the aborigines 
intermingled with one another and made to stand on the same level in the instructions 
under review?  



 

 

 Then again, if the authorities intend to differentiate in this way the uneducated 
or poorly-educated classes from those who have received more education and culture, it 
can be well said that they are certainly misled as far as the records of the Census 
Report of 1911 are concerned. I quote some remarks as regards the education of this caste 
from this Report :  
 
 " As regards other castes it is noticeable that two of the ambitious castes that 
are endeavouring to raise their social status, viz., the Chasi Kaibarttas and Pods, have 
 
 
 
XV  
reached a very fairaverage of literacy. * * * The Pods, on the other hand, have made -
great strides, the proportion of literates having been nearly doubled. Considerable 
advance has also been made by the Namasudras and Rajbanshis, but inspite of this only one 
in every 20 can read and write, whereas among tne Chasi Kaibarttas one in nine, and among 
the Pods one in seven, can do so."  
 
The Census Report for 1911, para 697.  
 
 " Thus the Kaibarttas, Pods, Namasudras and Rajbanshis all show signs of 
improvement, and the Pods especially have made great strides."  
 
 Vide Govt. Resolution No 3435, dated 14th July,1913 on the Census Report of 
Bengal, etc. The above extract of the Census Report and its Subsidiary Table VI on 
Education by castes will prove that the Pods have made more progress in education than a 
number of castes, but were it the object of the Educational authorities to classify those 
who have got less education, then why are the classes who are less advanced in education, 
excepted from the list contained in the Director's Instructions ? The object of the  
authorities being not made out, we fear fhat the circular under review has got into it 
some malicious and unsympathetic contributions of some prejudicial Indian officers just 
as the Census Report was rendered faulty. However, I conclude this with the glowing 
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remarks of Lieutenant Colonel U. IS). Mukherjee, the .fervent friend of the backward ^ 
classes, who reviewed the Educational policy of Government in long series of articles:  
 
 " That education among those sections of the Hindus whom they stigmatised as " low 
caste " was in a backward condition was fully known to the officials. In his report  
for 1891-92, the Director says, "These percentage (of boys and girls of school going age) 
are low enough, being 26. 2 per boys and i. 7 per girls, and considering that nearly 
every boy of the higher and middle classes and of the literate castes such as Brahmans, 
Kayasthas and Baidyas attend schools, the percentage of the boys of the lower classes 
under tuition must be very low indeed."  
 
 But what was the upshot of the cleavage and demarcation? A large section of the 
Hindus were given the official name of low castes that they were backward as regards 
education was fully recognised, but there is not a whisper that they were to be helped in 
any way. The Government brand of 'low caste' was their only gain !"  
 
 The Education Policy of Government by Liet. Col. U. N. Mukherjee. Chap. CVIII.  
(Vide 'The Bengalee' July, 70, 1918). Not long ago I chanced to be acquainted  
with Bclbu Purnachandra Roy, the editor, * Nitydnanda Sebak ' and a devoted and ardent  
worker of the Pundra or Punro community chiefly inhabiting the districts of Malda, 
Rajsahi, Murshidabad, and Birbhum. Since, my acquaintance with the gentleman\ve have  
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held between ourselves series of correspondence, and at last both of us have been 
satisfied to arrive at the conclusion that the Pods and Punros sprang from a common 
origin and that for their distant habitations they have remained separated from  
interchanging communications. As strangers to each other, they have so long disclaimed 
all sorts of affinities between themselves, and even tried to depreciate each other in 
their social literatures. The long standing mistake has disappeared, and there is every 
reason to believe that they are ready to join hands with each other after a protracted 
separation, and fight for a cognate goal. May the time be not far off, when the two 
sections, proud of a common ancestry, will stand side by side and work shoulder to 
shoulder for shaking off the gloom and curse of centuries heartlessly imposed on them !  
 
 The Punros represent the two Rahrese sub-castes of the Poundra Kshattriyas, while 
the Pods are identified to form the other two sub-sectionsthe Bangaja and Odraja. These 
four subdivisions of the Poundras find mention in the Kulatantra, the Viswakosh, the 
Census Report for 1901, etc. Rai Bankim Chandra Chatterjee Bahddur first expressed his 
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opinion that the two-people had been the same in origin ; and quite recently I find "" 
support of the view in several more authorities, of which I quote the Census  
Report for 1901 :  
 
 "The Pundaris or Puros are found mainly in Birbhum, Malda, Rajsahi and 
Murshidabad. The name seems to indicate that they are in reality Pods, but by residence  
at a distance fron the head quarter of the caste they have gradually come to lose 
connection with it, and the Puros of Malda profess to know nothing of the Pods of the  
24 Perganas though they admit that they belong to the same caste as Puros of Birbhum."  
 
Vide the Census Report, 1901, p. 425.  
 
 I should say here that during my acquaintance with Purna Babu, 1 was aware of  
none of the views set forth above, and quite independently we framed our opinions. It 
affords me great pleasure to learn that my humble conclusion had been long ago arrived at 
by such distinguished authorities.  
 
 I take the opportunity to own my great indebtedness to the author of " 
Jatibibeka," whose diligerit and scholastic researches on the subject are, in every way, 
original and praiseworthy. I must admit that this little history is mainly based on the 
lines laid by him.  
 
Certainly I do not pretend to make any new discoveries ; at least my limited knowledge  
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on-discoveries ; at least my limited knowledge on-the subject precludes the possibility 
of such a pretension. This is rather an inritation to competent hands to unlock the store 
house of history, to bring out rich ores from the gloomy mine. I should unite myself with 
the following words of the great scholar in introducing this humble work to my generous 
readers :  
 
 "And, however, unfit I feel myself to accomplish the task, I, nevertheless, 
venture to make a commencement in the hope that abler scholars will pardon my short-



 

 

comings, rectify my inevitable errors and perform skillfully and well what I may do 
clumsily or leave undone."*  
 
 Living in a very interior and out of the way place, I could not avail myself of 
the help of a good library of books in compiling this little work, nor did I find time to 
go elsewhere for the purpose owing to the repeated family mishaps so often overtaking me. 
I should say that the thing would have been done in a wide and elaborate manner, had I 
found opportunity to consult more authorities and books of reference regarding the 
subject. In view of some urgency, the book has been got up in a hurry. Would I live to 
 
* Mr. R. C. Dutt, in his "Civilisation in Ancient India."  
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see the reprint of the book any time, I will spare no pains in contributing to it more  
thoughts and informations. I express my thanks to my friend Babu Rakhal Krishna Mandal, a  
student of the Calcutta Medical College and an ardent lover of the society, for his 
helping me with some notes from the Imperial Library, as required by me.  
 
 My thanks are due to my esteemed friends Babus Rai Charan Sardar, B. L. Pleader.  
Munsiffs' Court, Diamond Harbour and the editor of the "Bratya Kshattriya Bandhab," -
Bhaba-sindhu Laskar, B. L. Pleader, Judges' Court, Alipore, the Vice- Chairman of the 
Alipore Local Board and the editor, the "Pratigna," Kshirode Chandra Das, B. L. Pleader, 
Munsiffs' Court, Contai, and a fervent worker for the social cause, and Manindra Xath 
Mandal of Kasariah, Midnapore, the author of "The Aryan Poundrakas" and some other 
valuable publications, for their kindly looking over the MS. of this little history. I 
must, in a special degree, acknowledge the ardent endeavour of the first-named gentleman 
for the publication of this treatise, but for which it was impossible for me 4o bring it 
so sooner before the public. I would welcome with thanks any correspondence regarding any 
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error or misrepresentation of facts into this bdbk through mistake or proper insight.  
and am ever ready to enter into discussions on the subject.  
 
 I owe my sincere gratitude to Prof. Panchanan Mitra*M.A., P.R.S., who has very 
kindly contributed a most valuable forevvard worthy of his scholastic genius, which has 
certainly added a glowing lustre to the dark pages of this humble work.  
 
 The gentlemen, who came forward with liberal response to our prayer for funds for 
the publication of this history, deserve my cordial praise and gratitude : those, who 
paid rupees fifty and upwards are mentioned as follows :  
 Babus Hemchandra Naskar, Reminder and Commissioner, Manicktala Municipality, Rs. 
100,Sreedhar Chandra Roy, Zemindar, Ballygunj, Rs. 50 and Ram Gopal Dns Xaskar Reminder,  
Russa, Rs. 50.  
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GLIMPSES OF THE ORIGIN AND THE GLORIOUS  
PAST OF THE POD PEOPLES.  
 
 
 
(By Pro/ Panchanan Mitra, M.A., P.R.S)  
 
 
 
 Very few nations can lay claim to a hallowed antiquity entitling them to a place 
in the authentic generic classification of the famous tenth chapter of the Genesies of 
the Hebrew Bible yet strange as it may seem a class which still may boast of a larger 
total accumulated wealth and higher percentage of education than many so-called high 
castes of India, and yet it is set down as "depressed" (!) by the. Census Reports  
of the Christian Government, the Pods of Bengal very possibly belong to one of them. 
Simcox* has rightly drawn attention to the possibilities of a sober estimate of this 
chapter and i^s great value thus "The Biblical geneologies do not represent a minute 
local tradition l)ut rather the best judgment of the best informed men of their times as 
to the relationship and affinities of contemporary nations. And this is just what  
 
 
* Primitive civilizations, Vol. I. p. 2.  
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constitutes their value, for if different nations speak languages which pre-philological 
observers can see to be and have usages and features so conspicuously of the same type as 
to suggest a common origin in spite of political separation and antagonism. This is good 
evidence so far as it goes and may be accepted in the absence of facts on the other 
side." Now, remembering the good old dictum of St. Augustine that the names there refer 
to " gentes non homines", nations not men, and how also two of the three names of the 
descendants of Noah are still used commonly to indicate scientific, linguistic and often 
ethnological groups, we pass on to a detailed examination of the second group (the first 
group being Semitic) i.e., the Hamitic stock. Of the sons of Ham we reckon Gush, Mizraim,  
Put and Cannan.* Cush is identified easily with the Cushites from the names of its 
descendants most of . which are obviously the towns which this stock inhabited. So also 
is the case with Mizraim (marK the plural number) which stands  
 
 
 
* As it has been often contended that the Ancient Egyptians were Aryans, the Hamitic 
stock possibly represents an early Aryan branch, considering that the  



 

 

word 'Mizraim' decidedly means Egyptians. Editor. for Egyptians and Canaan . representing 
Canaanites.  
 
 
 
Ill  
 
 
 But what about Put ? That the geneologists had not brought in accidently a name 
but meant what they stated is seen by the same repetition, the same details about the 
other three and the same mention of Put and silence about its later whereabouts in I 
Choronicles, 8 16. Can we explain the mystery about a race with which the  
Hebrews were acquainted well enough to insist upon its racial affinities, yet the 
ignorance about its home and habitations could not lead them into further details? Isn't 
this very possible in the case of traders from far-off lands familiar in their marts but 
coming from homes with too outlandish names to be capable of comprehension by the 
conservative Hebrews ? If this was so, who could these traders be of such a remote date ?  
Surely not the Phoenicians who come into being very much later to be masters of maritime  
commerce and who were too near to have an air of mystery about them and still less the 
Jews themselves, who had not yet closed the nomadic chapter of their life and settled 
into agricultural occupations to develop into traders and capitalists much later.  
 
Again, we know from Egyptian wall-paintings that the Mizrairh were neither black, nor  
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yellow,nor white, but j-ed. Indeed the colour indication again points forcibly to the 
enterprising Phoenicians, which word itself was the nickname given to them by the Greeks 
owing , to their redness. But they were, as already stated then, non-est and the only 
possible quarter of the ancient world mysteries by its distance, but well-known by its 
commodities which could have accommodated the world at this ancient date was 'far-off 
Ind,' which must have already begun its world-renowned trade in cloths Tatta,'-  
which is but the very echo of Put. The name itself, its marked affinity with our ' Pods,'  
its common occurrence as the termination of the names of many sea-port towns of Southern  
India, affords us more than one clue. For it has nothing to do with cotton-cloth but 
indicates some coloured garments. Readers of the excellent book of De Candolle " The 
origin of cultivated Plants" (1909) turning up the headings r of ' cotton ' and ' flax ' 
would at once realise how -very recent, comparitively speaking; the cotton trade is. The 
Egyptians, it is well-known, wore first flaxen or linen garments and not cotton and the 
most ancient section of the Tamils of the Deccan are known as 'Shen Tamil,' ^nd a 
weaver's sley is still known in colloquial Bengali as 'San' .rwhich words are  
connected with the Bengali word 'Sana' (flax) and not with any name for cotton.  
 
 Putting things together can we not say that these Pods of Bengal who cannot have 
come of the primitive aboriginal black negrito element of the Indians owing to the 
conspicuous absence of dark skins amongst their castes still and the notable prevelance 
of reddish colour, narrow slender dolicho-cephalic heads and peaked noses reminding us 
strongly of the ruling race of Egypt were the first agricultural race of India ruling 
over the primitive hunters and herdsmen and developing a highly enterprising industrial  
and commercial life, and carrying on a brisk trade with Pattas (flax fabrics ?)* giving 
the name 'clothing ports' to various towns of the Deccan, and retaining traces of their 
former activities in the word 'Bastra' (which probably was a later Sanskritised form of 
the word Patta) as well as the racial name of the still pushing class of traders in the 
Deccan, the Bhatyas (Patta or Batta or cloth-dealers), their flaxen or linen trade 
 
* Vide the Viswakosh where ' Pundra ' and Tatta-  



 

 

bastra' are given as synonyms. Editor.  
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gradually falling.- into disfavour with the introduction of cotton. It is not out of 
place to point out how still the weaving castes bear names like ' Patve ' in Gujrat,  
' Pator ' in Orissa and ' Pattanurkaian ' in the Deccan, words which cannot at all be 
connected with cotton (vide passim Baines, Ethnography, 1912, p. 62).  
 
 Is it too much to state that the name which thus meets us persistently in various 
parts of Hindu India records but the vicissitudes of one single race which was once so 
great whose status in different parts has been but the outcome of different local 
conditions ? Is it possible that the ' Pods ' of Bengal have suffered the most  
being originally Jainas (as ' Pundravardhania ' was one of the three main Jaina sects), 
the hereditary foes of Buddhism who got short shrift in a province where Buddhism was the  
dominant religion till late mediaeval times and: has been shown not to have died out 
completely even iri the present day.  
 
 The industrial enterprise of this ' Pod ' racedid not stop here. Great 
capitalists, they were the first to exploit the rich mines of India and at least one, the 
only Beryl mine known to the ancient world ; Padiyur in the Deccan probably still bears 
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their* name (witness also the names Panna and Padmaraga).  
 
Time will also show that this race did not lack in martial and administrative abilities 
as well. When it will be recognised that the ' n '[.of 'Pandu,' 'Pandyan,' 'Pundra' 
Tandua' is not the cerebral n (^fi ')'), but the Tamil Hgii approximating more the nasal 
' ^p ' then alone will be clearly realised the vast tract over which this great race once 
ruled. They can indeed be proud for having given their racial name to the glorious five 
Pandavas of the Mahabharata as \vell as the greatest national deity of India Krishna,  
Pundarikaksha, ' the eye of the Pundarika race ' ? It is their name again that probably 
looms large in historical India whether in the most ancient ' Pandyan ' dynasties of the 
Deccan or the great '* Padmas ' of the Nanda dynasty of Magadha, probably the last great 
glimmers of a 'dying race ' in the North-Eastern and Southernmost tract of a vast land, 
most of which was once their own. It needs only to remember how the great civilised 
Britons fared at the hands of the then barbarous Angles and Jutes and Saxons, .and were 
compelled to take refuge in the S. -westernmost nooks of Cornwall, or the mountain  
fastnesses of Wales or Scotland to explain how this great agricultural and industrial 
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homogeneous race scattered and fled before the iconoclastic ' Goths and Vandals or rather 
Dorians and lonians of ancient India, I mean, the pastoral races coming from the 
direction of ' Ariane ' who forcibly shut out the old chapter of Indian History.  
 
 Indeed, it is high time that we accept the sound and sober conclusions of Dr. 
Gastave Oppert's magnificient book " The Original Inhabitants of Bharatbarsa " as given 
below : " Indeed, I think that as a general name comprising all the inhabitants of India 
that of Bharata should have the preference because all classes and clans of the 
population can put in a claim for it. Even the Brahmans, to whom it does not properly 
apply, could have no objection to it, in consequence of their ancient and intimate 
connexion with the Bharata-kings, and their present high position as principal leaders  



 

 

in temporal and spiritual matters of the population of Bharatbarsha. Such a name will 
bridge over the great social chasms, which divide at present the Hindus, and perhaps 
bring together in union the two great antagonistic sections of the original inhabitants, 
which since the earliest times of antiquity have lived estranged from each other, not 
always perhaps, in open enmity and war, yet never in sincer6 friendship. I mean those 
divisions which appear in history and occasion as Kurus and PaiichJUas, Goudians  
and Dravidians etc. To all these kindred tribes, the term Bharata can be applied, and I 
consider that by accepting such a time-honoured and honourable name as their national 
designation, a great step towards national unity would be taken in India" (p. 622-623). 
The day indeed would not be far off if with an open mind, true knowledge and clear 
insight we can realise that the great division of Manu according to " Varna " or colour, 
the "White, the Red, the Yellow and the Black was as much academic and nonsocial in 
character at the start as modern terms Caucasian, Mongolian, Ethiopian etc., orXantho-  
Hiroi, Melanochroi etc., or Dolichocephalic, Brachy-cephalic, Mesaticephalic etc., etc.  
 
 That this was so is clearly proved by the later pages of this excellent manual how 
in the ancient days the Pods and like races ranked according to their colour as 
Kshattriyas. It was only the dark days of later ignorance, personal .avarice and wicked 
caprice that built up a ' farrago of lies and an unweildy superstructure -whose very 
incoherences, incongruities and inconsistencies bet ween actual and theoretical status  
(witness the position of Kayasthps of Bengal- ranking in social ^position next, if at 
all, to the Brahmins yet observing mourning like the Sudras) argue later capricious 
accretion in different ways at different times and places, and not a homogeneous growth 
of a systematic structure. And what is more deplorable, skin-deep studies of touchables 
and untouchables, Hindus and non-Hindus, Brahmins and non-Brahmins have added the last 
bitter to it. Oh capricious Ignorance and shallow Short-sigh tness what a lasting  
mischief with thy mighty VallSls and Max Miillers thou hast done to Bengal and India*  
at large !!  
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 A SHORT HISTORY AND ETHNOLOGY OF THE CULTIVATING PODS.  
 
 
 
 The Pods inhabit most parts of Western Bengal, especially the districts  
 
The different .appelations of of 24 Perganahs, Khulna, the Pods in dif- Midnapore and 
Jessore. Their ferent localities. population, as estimated in the last census having 
comprised more than half a million of souls, has formed an important factor of the  
Hindu Society of Bengal.*  
 
* The census report for 1911 tells us the numerical  
 
strength of the Pods distributed over various districts  
as following :  
 
Burdwan Division ... Male ... . Female  
 
Burdwan ... 32 ... 24  
 
Birbhum ... 19 ... 16  
 
Midnapore ... 14858 ... 14373  
 
Hooghly ... 3090 . ... 2476  
 
Howrah 10781 ... 10183  
 
 
 
2 THE CULTIVATING PODS.  
 
They are distinguished by different names in different localities, somewhere by' Padmaraj 
(*Pir?lt^) or Padyaraj (iWfOi somewhere by Pundarika (^atfr) and in some places by the 
name of Poundra (ciVs ). In localities adjacent to Calcutta they are generally known as 
the Pods (c*tt?V and in Midnapore sometimes as the Baldis (*W$D. Of these, Padmaraj, 
Pundarika and Poundra claim to be Sanskrit words ; and curiously enough, only the term 
'Poundra' bears meanings significant of castes. On the otherhand, from the present  
 
 
Presidency Division 
 



 

 

24-Perganahs   Male   Female 
 
   169104   164643  
 
Calcutta   862   593  
 
Nadia    906   875 
 
Murshidabad  160   165  
 
Jessore   3703   3394    
 
Khulna   70633    65629  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Rajsahi Division.  
 
Rangpur   24  
 
Bogra   1 
 
Darjeeling  0   7 
 
 
 
Dacca Division.  
 
 
Dacca    0   8 
 
Faridpur   7   0 
 
 
 
Chittagong Division.  
 
Tipperah   1 
 
Feudatory State.  
 
 
 
Coch Behar   0   1 
 
 
 
POD' WAS NOT DERIVED FROM 'PULMBA.' .?  
 
inferior social position which the Poj3s have been put to, some think that they came from 
the Pulindas Cjf^O, a non-Aryan primeval race of India, who have been classified as 
Mlechhas in the Sastras*.  
 
In no \v3y the rules of Philology admit of the conversion of ' Pulinda ' into  
 
That 'Pod ' was _ . , . , not derived from Poa. ed and borne out.  
  
 



 

 

'Pulinda' is test- Sadashib Kabyakantha, Mahamahopadhyaya the reputed Secretary of the " 
Mukti mandap Pandit Savd," Puri, writes, " ' Pod ' is a corruption of ' Poundra ' ' 
Pulinda ' can never be changed into ' Pod ' after the Prakrita Grammar of Pingala. 
According to the Prakrita  
 
The Amarkosha.  
 
The Dictionary of Hemchandra.  
 
The Brihadharma Purdna.  
 
A1--0 : Chap. X.  
 
 
^tfitt: a  
The Mahabharat, Ban Parba  
Chap. CLXXXVIII.  
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Grammar of, Bararuchi the rules w support the change of ' Pulindo ' ( ^f^ffl ) from  
' Pulinda.' The manners and customs of the Pods do not at all conform with those of the  
Mlechhas who are defined in the following way,  
 
 
Boudh^yana.  
 
i.e. Mlechhas are those who do not abstain from beef, use much irrelevant talks and are  
devoid of all good manners.*  
 
None of the above characteristics of a Mlechha will be found inherent in the Pods.  
 
 
Cf :  
 
 
The Brahmabaibarta Purana  
1 Brahma Khanda, Chap. X.  
 
Slks. 119-120.  
 
Contrary to this, the Pods have the religious ceremony of boring through the ears of 
their male children ( ^faf ),and they practise every rite of purification ( C"ft5t&t* ) 
and are not devoid of religion ( rfafiiF5 ) |  
 
 
 
THE HOME OF THE PUL1NDAS. 5  
 
According to the Bdman Purana, the Pulindas -., . were inhabitants of the country  
I he home of the Pulindas was lying between the*Himalayas and in the Deccan. . ,  
 
Kalinjara.* But in other old Sanskrit authorities, this place is identified as  
having been* inhabited by the Kulindas or Kunin-das. The famous Bengali Encyclopedia 
'Biswakosh ' observes " The Pulindas seem to have been the aboriginal and uncivilised 
Dassyus, who had lived in Gujrat and Mahdrdstra. In 'Sav Parba' in the description of 
Sahadeb's conquest of the four quarters, it is stated that Sahadeb having subjugated the 
Nichinas and the Arbuka kings, conquered the king of Ba"tl and the Pulindas, and 
proceeded southwards.  



 

 

 
 Some think that the present Abu hill was Arbuka, and B^t^pipuri (B4d2mi) was B^ta.  
Most probably the adjoining places of Ba'da'mi extending from the east of Gujrat were 
inhabited by the Pulindas. In the Mahbhrat Bishmaparba, there is a mention of * 
fr^ftfawti " (Sindhu Pulindaka), which too justifies that they were inhabitants of Ran to 
the south of Sindh. * The Pulindas finding mention in the S3h2ba'jgarh  
 
 
The Bdman Punina Chap. LXXIII.  
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edict of Aspka and Kath^saritsagar, seem to have been a section of the present Bhills. 
Mr. Cunningham, in his Archaeological Survey Reports Vol. XVII, p. 139 remarks that the 
Bhillakas and the Sabaras were of the same descentwith the Pulindas."*  
 
 The Skanda Purma, T^pikhanda 9/24, describes that Pulindabana was a sacred place  
where the God Ma"hadeva lived surrounded by the Pulindas. This place was near the river 
Tapti in the Deccan. According to the Mah^bha'rat (Vismaparba, Chap. IX), Brahm^nda 
Purana (Chap. XLIX) and Garud Purina, Pulinda was a Southern Indian Kingdom.  
 
 All the above goes to show that the Pulindas were the inhabitants of the Deccan. 
They cannot be confounded with the Pods, solely inhabiting a few districts of Bengal.  
 
 It seems that the Pulindas had been occasional comers to Bengal to earn of the 
PuIiI e dTs S their livelihood by following far different from their calling of drummers, 
just that of the Pods. as the Up-country sweepers and  
 
* The translation is of the author. Mr. R. C. Dutt mentions in his famous History of 
Civilisation in ancient India, 'Pulinda' as a country of the Deccan. Vide  
Vol. II, p. 4.  
 
 
 
THE PROFESSION OF THE PODS. 7  
 
 I'ria Palki bearers do now. Their services were requisitioned during local 
festivities. We find in the Bengali poem, the ' Chandi ' by Kavikankan Mukundardm who 
flourished in the 1 6th Century A.D. :  
 
i e., the Pulindas, the Kiritas and the Kolas used to beat drums in the markets. We have  
never heard the Pods to have taken such a low profession in any of their former 
generations ; nor do we find them pursuing it now. Also it will be shown hereafter that a 
famous Bengalee poet almost contemporaneous to Kavikankan included the Pods in the 
conclave of the nobility. At that remote time, as even now, their profession has all 
along been agriculture. In another old Bengali poem, the Siv^yana or ' Siva Sankirtana ' 
by Ra"meswar Bhatt^charjee, a very explicit reference to the profession of the Pods was 
made. On Pa"rbati's imploration for tilling lands for crops to undo the legendary poverty 
of the house, the Lord Siva replied thus,  
 
"^ ftwi fag t  
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{ fro* ^w*t it*  
 



 

 

 The above extract clearly indicates that at that time the traditional occupation 
of the Pods was purely agriculture as it is now, and this occupation was so exclusively 
and solely practised by the Pods that the profession of a Pod even passed as a synonym 
for agriculture. This sufficiently speaks for the Pods' dissociation from the Pulindas. 
It is, quite reasonable and clear that the term 'Pulinda' is capable of assuming the form 
of ' Pali ' ( ffa ) which is the name of an aboriginal unclean caste inhabiting the 
Santal Parganahs and subdividing itself into Marpali, Kumarpali, Dhangarpali etc. The 
Koches, too, have a division called Tali'* Their manners and customs are quite peculiar 
and not in harmony with those of the Hindus.  
 
 
 
* Vide "*Wfal ^tfe" by late Bankim Babu,  
" by Pandit Lalmohan Vidyanidhi, "^tafaft 1?tT5" by Babu Paresh Nath Banerjee and "frTCW 
etc., etc.  
 
lf*ni1 C^t^ 3$ I"  
 
Bangalar Purabritta ( p. 50).  
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On the contrary all the characteristic good manners of a good Sudra are  
 
The manners . ., and customs of found existing in the Pods. Their ttricfc Mterity nee-
taking ceremonies, marriwith those of the ages, funeral oblations and varihighest Surras.  
ous other religious rites and social celebrations with the only exceptions of  
Churdkaran (Tonsure of the child's head), and Upanayana (Investiture with the sacred 
thread) are observed and performed strictly after the rigid Sdstric laws. They have their 
priests taken from among the Shrottriya (versed in the Vedas) Brahmins and not elected 
out of their own castemen. Those priests have remained excommunicated from their own 
class for the mere fault of ministering the religious services of a caste fallen to  
the state of Sudras.* The preceptors or spiritual * It may seem strange and unusual to 
our reader that the Brahmins would stand excommunicated for officiating as priests of a 
Sudra people or a people sunken down into the state of Sudras, at a time when 
ministration to Sudras was no longer regarded as a low profession by the Brahmins though 
condemned in Sastras ; but the circumstances were different here. The Pods long lived in 
disguise in Bengal without the ministration of the Brahmin* ; and their Sudra neighbours, 
who, from time immemmorial, had been enjoying the consultation of the Brahmins, natur-  
ally kept them at a distance for their apparent dissociation  
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advisers of the Pods, though of high birth, have never been out-casted for recieving them 
as disciples.* They gerierally live by cultivation ; some from the Brahmins, though 
temporary. And, consequently several Brahmins, who had the courage of performing the 
religious services of these strange people, were left excluded from their own class. 
Moreover, later on, their non -submission to the Brahminists duly, back from Buddhism, 
was also a cause of the excommunication of their priests, as will be shown afterwards.  
 
* "Pods marry their daughters between the ages of five and nine years, forbid widow 
marriage and do not recognise divorce. * * * Their marrige is of the orthodox type, the 
ceremony of Kusandica alone being omitted. Sampradan or the offering of the bride to the  
bridegroom and his acceptance of the gift forms the binding position of the ritual.  
 
 In addition to the well-known sects of Saiva, Sakta, and Yaishnava, we find among 
the Pods a large number of Souras and Ganapatyas, sects very sparingly represent-  



 

 

ed among the higher classes of the Hindus in Bengal. The caste employ as their priests 
Rahri Brahmins, who are held to be so far degraded by serving them that higher class 
Brahmins will not take food or water from their hands. The Gurus of the Pods are Rahri 
Gossains, but these, I understand, have in no way forfieted their position among 
Brahmins, though in some cases they eat and drink in Pods' houses. An instance of this 
was brought to my notice recently as evidence of the growth of the  
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may be found following other pursuits which are not at all condemnable. Though some  
exception as regards good manners may be quite infrequently marked in men stricken with  
poverty, we unhesitatingly account for it relying on the'wellknown Sanskrit saying And 
the spell of poverty exercises equal influence over all castes ! hence, such exceptions  
should not be taken into account.  
 
spirit of religious toleration among the educated Hindus of Calcutta and its suberbs."  
 
Sir H. Risley in "Tribes and Castes of Bengal".  
 
 
 
ic<n ft^tcw 3titttft  
 
J I  
 
11 1  
 
Vide the Biswakosh.  
\\'e may add here that they have the Sandilya Gotra the good manners of the Pods.  
 
 
also.  
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Supported by the leading Pandits of Bhattapalli, the great seat of Sanskrit justiffcltion 
CtS S learning, Sjt. Pandit Hrishikesh Sastri, the late professor of Sanskrit in the 
Sanskrit College and the renowned editor of the Sanskrit journal the "Bidyodaya" writes ' 
 "A careful investigation will prove that the Pods are employed as domestic 
servants, male and maid in the households of many qualified Brahmin Pandits versed  
in Sastras and living by the sacred Ganges, where they perform every household work with  
the purity of a good Sudra. No aboriginal races are ever allowed or authorised to do so 
."*  
 
 In section 7 of the Regulation IV of 1809, the following are mentioned as low 
castes in Bengal, who are not permitted to enter the holy temple of Jaggarnath in Puri ; 
(i) Loli or Kashbi (2) Kalal or Sunri (3) Machhua (4) Namasudra or Chandal (5) Ghuski (6) 
Ghazur (7) Bagdi (8) Jogi or Nurbuf (9) Kdhar-Barui and Dhulia (10) Rajbanshi (n) Pirali 
(12) Chamar (13) Bhuinmali and (14) Hari.|  
 
 
* Vide 'Jatibibeka' by late K. C. Haider, (the transla-  
tion is of the author).  
 
t " Briefly the low castes are excluded from the temple  
 
 
 
THE PODS' MENTION IN A BENGALI EPIC. 13  



 

 

 
 The same list is given in Regulation XI of 1810, except that the Piralis do not 
appear in it. This clearly shows that at no distant time, the Pods were not looked down 
upon in the society. Had they been in an inferior social position, the above 'list must 
have included them. The compilation of the revised list sufficiently speaks for the 
accuracy of facts and clearly explains that the name of the Pods was omitted from it, not  
through any mistake, but as the result of a careful and unbiassed survey into the status 
of the caste.  
 
 The Pods find mention in the Bengali epic " Sree Dharmamangal " of Ghanaram  
Chakravarti which dates back the i6th Century A.D. By way of describing the grandeur in 
the foundation of a capital town by the King Ichhai Ghosh, the auther writes,  
 
 
Here we find paying esteem to a caste entitled ' Padya.' Babu Jogendra Chandra Basu, of 
the simply because they are unclean castes and not because they are not Hindus."  
 
The Census Repoit for 1911, p. 229, para, 511.  
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 well-known Bengali weekly, the ' Bangabasi,' while editing the above epic, 
explained this ' Padya ' as ' Pod.' 1 This has also been corroborated by the renowned 
editor of the vernacular magazine, the ' Prabasi,' in a foot-note to an article entitled 
" WftjC^fr** " or " the ' Aryan Poundrakas." 5 * It is possible that for the sake of 
rhyme the word ' Padyaraj ' was abridged as ' Padya.' Thus we see the Pods having enjoyed 
high social dignity as early as in the 1 6th century."]"  
 
* Vide ' Prabasi ' Bhadra 1316.  
 
 f It may however seem inconsistent now-a-days when the term chasa (Cultivator) is 
in itself an abusive and contemptible word, that an agricultural people would be accorded 
such honour by a king ; but in ancient time, agriculture was regarded as a sacred and 
honourable profession which was taken to by almost all twice-born castes, e.g. " It need 
scarcely be stated that agriculture was practised by the primitive Aryans and it was the  
occupation which probably gave them their name (Arya cultivator). Many words familiar to 
cultivators like the plough, the waggon, the cart, the wheel, the axle, the yoke, in 
common use among the Aryan nations, point to the same primitive roots from which they 
have been derived."  
 
Vide " the Civilisation in Ancient India " by Mr.  
R. C. Dutt.  
 
 
MANU ON THE PECULIARITIES OF LOW BIRTHS. 15  
 
Manu says in his famous  
 
 
Pods.  
 
 
 
cite*  
 
 The peculiarities representing the lowncss of birth. as laid down in Institutes,  



 

 

i.e. If a non-Aryan people issuing from low-caste parents, and deviated from the 
particular rites to be observed by one of the four principal castes, passes for Aryan, 
his caste will be discerned from his manners and behaviours. In this world, lowness of 
caste is manifested in t S o 'E'foundta The (Chap. X, Slokas 57 and 58) 
 
 Apart from the ancient age, it is noticeable that during the time of Ballal Sen, 
the great social reformer King of Bengal. i.e., in the isth Century A. D. agricul-  
ture was esteemed as a high occupation to which the low castes were not entitled. The 
Kaibartas, who were originally boatmen, as a remuneration for their certain valuable 
services to the King Ballal Sen, were allowed to adopt agriculture. The following extract 
from " Ballal charita" by Ananda Bhatta will bear testimony to the fact :  
 
 
Chap. V. Slk. 13.  
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non-Aryanism, cruelty, wickedness and dis-honesty.*  
 
 Moreover, the great legislator points to a way for ascertaining the birth of a 
man, where suspicion arises,  
 
 
Manu, Chap. X. Sloka, 59.  
 
 i.e. Every human being naturally inherits dispositions from his father or mother, 
or commonly from the both combined. No one is ever capable of suppressing one's real 
birth.  
 
 So, the Pods, if issued from a low origin must have displayed this lowness in 
their daily habits and various actions ; but as has been said before, their manners and 
customs in the society strictly resemble those of the good Sudras. Hence, it is clear 
that the Pods are not the descendants of the Pulindas or Mlechhas, nor are they the  
product of a hybrid mixture of castes.  
 
 
 
* Cf : cql W jfismwtft *r wtffc  
 
Manu, Chap. IX.  
 
 "The lowest castes preserve the most primitive usages,, just as the oldest 
geological formations contain the simplest forms of organic life."  
 
The People of India p. 216.  
 
THE PODS WERE THE POUNDRAKAS. 17  
 
Now, if the Pods do not spring from a Mlechha or Antyaia* origin, what the Sa'stras. . 
 
The Pods were the Poundrafcas are they ? Do 'they belong to 
 
a P r * mixed caste? Let as referred to in u s dwell on this as far as possible,  
 
 It has been stated that none of the terms 'Poundraka,' Tadmaraj,' 'Padyaraj' 
'Balea' nor 'Pod' find mention in Sastras in the tables of pure or mixed castes. Only 
'Poundra' or 'Poundraka' which name the Pods of Murshidabad go by, bears a meaning 
indicative of a caste. In the wellknown Sanskrit Dictionary, the 'Bachaspatya,' we find 
four different illustrative meannings of 'Poundra' of which one runs thus :  
 



 

 

*The lists of Antyaja or low mixed castes, as given in different Sastras, are as follows:  
 
t: v  
The Atri Sanhita; Slk. 195.  
 
: I  
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This meaning goes to imply a caste. We read in Sastras that the Poundras or Poundrakas, a 
Kshattriya people fell to the state of Sudras, having lived long unministered by  
Brahmins.  
 
Manu writes,  
 
f: faster. nrowt: 11  
 
Chap. X, Slks. 43-44.  
 
 i.e. " The Poundrakas, the Udras, the Dravidas, the Kdmbojas, the Yavanas, the 
Sakas, the Paradas, the Pahlavas, the Chinas, the Kiratas and Khasas are all said to have 
been Kshattriyas before, but to have gradually sunk in the world to the condition of 
Sudras through omission of sacred rites, and for not consulting Brahmins."*  
 
 According to Manu's annotator Kalluka Bhatta and Medhatithi, "Poundraka" primarily  
means a country and hence comes the secondary cf.  
The Mahabharat, Anusasan Parba XXXV, 17-18.  
 
 
en  
 
rfr? ^rt  
The Vyasa Sanhita, Slks 1012.  
 
THE COUNTRY OF POUNDRAKA. 19  
 
meaning "people inhabiting the country of Poundraka."  
 
Modern historians say that the country of Poundraka or Poundra Desha  
 
The position of . , ,  
 
<he country of extended to Anga or Bhagalpur Poundraka -or on the west ; _ to Banga 
(Dacca Poundra Desha. and Mymensing) on the east ; and on its northern boundary lay a 
part of Dinajpur, Maldah, Rajsahi, Murshidabad, Birbhum and a part of Burdwan.*  
 
In Houen Tsang's account, Northern Bengal was identified as Poundra or Poundra Bardhan.  
 
* Vide the Biswakosh. General Cunningham identifu^ the country with modern Pabna. Prof. 
Wilson said, " the greater part of the province (Poundra Vardhana) was to the north of 
the Ganges, including Gouda, Pabna etc."  
 
-sort cnY ^ ^fas *i r  
 
 
Vide "^cft^a ^i^ta Sfosff \'oi. I. P. 7.  
 
B Ba.hu Satish Chandra Chakravarti.  
 
T Bangalar Purabritta, P. 100.  
 



 

 

c] :  
 
 
The Brahmanda Purana.  
Also, The Matsya Purana, Chap. CXIV.  
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 The country is said to have been in a very flourishing condition at that time.* 
The town of ancient Gour is also called Pandua. The supposition that ' Poundra ' was 
transformed into ' Pandua ' is not, too, unjustifiable. | The ' Brishala' or Bratya 
Poundras,^ stated by Manu^ had originally inhabited Poundra Desha. How  
 
 * " The kingdom is described as 800 miles in circuit, and was thickly populated. 
The tanks and public offices and flourishing woods were regularly connected at intervals. 
The soil was flat and loamy, and rich in all kinds of grain produce. The bread fruit, 
though plentiful, was highly esteemed. There were about twenty Sangharams and 300 
priests, and some hundred Devatemples with sectaries of various schools, "  
 
Houen Tsang's account as reproduced in " The Civilisation in Ancient India."  
 
Vide also " ftfa ^tW " by Babu Ram Pran Gupta  
 
P. 284.  
 
t "^t: 3RC33ft <&$ %f%S I" Trikandasesha.  
J Brishala or Bratya = Sunken to the state of Sudras. 
 
Manu, Chap. X, 20.  
 
 i.e. Children begotten of twice-born parents, not initiated, and failing to recite 
the Gayatri Mantra, arecalled Bratyas.  
 
cf : "sifiFFtf It* Ift3lt: 1CfJttfFHf65t: I  
 
cws ^t: ^t? a"  
The Parasar Sanhita. Chap. III.  
 
HOW ' POUNDRA ' BECAME ' POD '. 21  
 
ever, we shall try to show below that the term ' Pod ' is but a corruption of this ' 
Poundra ' owing to phonetic decay.  
 
 Some may urge that the rules of Prakrita Grammar do not admit of the  
bec H ome'?pS < H a> Change of 'Poundraka' into ' Pod,' in as much as according  
to those the former can only be turned into Tounda-a' ( c*tta-1 ), 'Punda-a' (*3^-^f), 
Pungda (*3^5) and ' Punrah ' ( <<$ ) in successive order, and not into ' Pod.' Let us 
quote the solution of the above inconsistency from an able writing of Srijute Pandit  
Hrishikesh Sastri :  
 
 "In the Vishnu Purana, we see Viswasfatika, a king of Magadha, expelled the 
Poundras from their own country ; who, on their expulsion, chose their abode in Rarhah 
and other places. It is often found that men migrating from another country are generally 
distinguished after the name of their original country, just as an inhabitant of Bengal, 
no matter of any caste, is recognised as Bdngali ( 3tTt^t ) in the Upcountr,ies, an Afgan 
as Kabuli in Bengal and so en. Similarly the people of Poundra Desha, as foreigners,  
got the title of "Poundraka" in their new settlement after the name of their original 
home. In course of time, with the expansion of their population, they gradually began 
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to get scattered in the distant localities, where their name 'Poundraka' became 
mispronounced as Poundaraka ( (Htew ), Poundarika ( cHteffa ) and in like manner 
'Pundarika' ( *jr\sft<F ). Every one is aware of the fact that an imported word often 
suffers changes on account of the peculiar way of pronunciation of the local people. As 
for example, the word 'English' is made 'Ingrej' (^sft^) in Bengali, and 'Aungrej' < 
<5r$fj:3^' in the Upcoun tries, 'Box* is 'Baksa' (^fa) in Bengali; 'Basko' ( <rf^1 ) in  
Hindustani ; Return Returan ( f?Tljt?R ) Retine ( f^T^ ) etc. It will be also marked that  
attempts are often made to convert a .foreign word into the shape of a native one where 
it becomes practicable. With this object in view, the Bengalees have made Maxmullar 
Mokshamullar (CTfa^ftf*), Rahim Box Ram Box (*ft-TO), Petharam PritMram (*JWft) and the  
like. Thus the word 'Pundarika' ( *t^jffa ) being more convenient and more easily 
expressive of a meaning than 'Poundraka/ 'Poundaraka' or 'Poundarika,' the people of 
their new abode began to call the Poundras by the name of 'Pundarika'. After lapse of 
time, multiplied in number or subject to similar other causes, the Pundarikas  
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 as they were now called again flocked to a new region,* where the local populace 
chose and replaced 'Padma' (*ftO for 'Pundarika',1 as the former seemed easier to 
pronounce and sweet to the ear. Not only this, the word 'Padma 1 once became much 
favourite with the Bengalees, as we then see them selecting most of their names,  
Connected with 'Padma' such as 'Padmalochan', 'Padmanava' 'Padmamukhi' etc. It might be  
that the Poundras or Poundrakas, turned into the Pundarikas in the aforesaid way, came to  
Bengal at that time, owing to which they were to have their name 'Pundarika' changed as  
'Padma'. However, as it is not preferable to call a people simply by the name of 'Padma',  
the word 'Rdj 1 ( <Tf^ ) was affixed to it ;+ this  
 
* The "Kulatantra" supports the migration of the I'nundras in the following passages :  
 
t 'Padma' is a synonym for Tundarika'.  
 
* The word 'Padmardj', which has been long considered as a polite substitution for 'Pod' 
and still holds its  
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Padma' in a somewhat contracted and distorted form has been transformed into its present 
shape Tod' ( eft? ) for the sake of colloquialism. ground for the same purpose, also 
implies 'Poundra Kshattriya' :  
 
y"  
"Kosharnabachintamani" as cited  
 
in "Rahasyabibeka".  
 
 N. B. Kabiswar Sreemanta Vidya Bhusan Kabytirtha, Sidhantabagish says that 'Pod' 
was not the corruption of 'Poundra', but itself is a Sanskrit word bearing the meaning 
expressive of the Poundra Kshattriyas. Some of his able analyses of the word are 
reproduced below :  
 
faaw TOrtjIeftc*! TO:  
2 . ^jrs  
 
cftf :  
 
crt:=5a: ;  
 
etc., etc.  



 

 

 
 The learned Pandit no doubt deserves great credit in tracing out such root 
meanings of 'Pod' ; but the author has great doubt in the view other than that it is a 
mere contraction of 'Poundra'.  
 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF THE VIEW. 25  
 
 Because, 'Padma' is pronounced as 'Padda' ( *ffi ) in Bengali, and the Bengalees, 
in many instances, are apt to pronounce the ^*ft"ST or penultimate ^(^F\^ as '& ; as for 
example, they utter 'Bana' ( ^ ) as 'Bon' ( CTfa ), 'Mana' ( *R ) 'Mon' ( CTf 5 ? ) 
*etc., and so 'Padda' was rendered Tod' by way of pronunciation. Not only did they  
convert 'Padda' into 'Pod', but even turned 'Padmamukhi' ( ^PJPjft ) to 'Podi ( Cltft ). 
Now it goes without saying that this change of 'Padmamukhi' into 'Podi' will suffice to 
account for that of 'Padma' to 'Pod'"*  
 
 The foregoing thoughtful observation by the venerable Pandit shows that borne 
reputed authorities in the word 'Pod' is a corruption ^thaf-Pod' of 'Poundra'. 
Prachyavidya- is the corruption maharnaba Srijute Nagendra of 'Poundra'. , v _  
 
Nath Basu mentions C^ra^r as a  
 
 mispronounced form of ' Poundraka ' in an article in the famous historical journal 
"Oitihdsikchitra" ; this 'C'feff' may change into 'Ctnr (Pod). Late Rai Bankim Chandra 
Chatterjee Bahddur, the great Bengali scholar, wrote, in a chapter on the origin of the 
Bengalees, that 'Pod' had been derived from 'Poundra'. Babu Paresh Nath * Vide 
'Jatibibeka' by late Kailas Chandra Haider. (The translation is of the author).  
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 Banerjee, M.A., in his famous production 'Bangalar Purabritta' (the antiquities of  
Bengal) refers Pod to the Poundra origin. This view finds confirmation in the recently 
published renowned Bengali Dictionary " Bangal Sabdakosha " compiled by Prof. Jogesh 
Chandra Roy Vidyanidhi, M.A. A number of more authorities may be cited in support of 
this.*  
 
* In the 'Biswakosha' Babu Nagendra Ndth Bose writes that the Pods appear to have had 
their origin from the 'Supundrakas' ( ?J^> ) referred to in the Mahabharat ; at the same 
time, he supposes that the 'Supundrakas' were non- Aryans, as the latter are mentioned 
along with the 'Sagarikas' ( ItffiTl ) etc., and also for the fact that their entrance to 
the place of sacrifice was not allowed by the door-keepers, in support of which he 
quotes:  
 
s tnitft:  
 
 Savaparba Chap. T.II, Slks. 18-19. Without going to test the reasonableness of the 
Pods' connectiorrwith the Supundrakas, we should say that the view is too weak to require 
explanation. The Bangas and Kalingas were admittedly Kshattriyas as even the verses just 
preceeding the above extract will show :  
 
 
THEDIFFERENT POUNDRAS IN THESA'STRAS. 27  
 
Now, we have to face a confusion arising out of the multitude of Poundras There are 
different Poundras found in the Sastras ; which tell mentioned in the u , of twQ di ff 
erent kinds o f Sa stras.  
 
Poundras, one the Aryan and the other the non-Aryan.  
 
: cautw  



 

 

 
I "ffs^l frst i^r^^it^ *rac^ y  
 
 Savaparba, Chap. LI I, Slks. 16-17. This shows that the Bangas were good 
Kshattriyas. Then, what accounts for their being mentioned with the 'Siigarikas' etc. ? 
We think the Sagarikas were not non-Aryans as stated. It is clear from the context that 
the Kshattriyas mentioned in Slokas 16-17, procured riches lor Yudhisthira, in 
consequence of which no obstacle might have stood in the way of their admission into the  
place of sacrifice, though the passages speak nothing of their admission or non-admission 
; but the Kshattriyas in the Slokas 18-19, *' *> ^ e Supundrakas etc., appear to have 
done no services whatever to Yudhisthira, for which their entrance to the place of 
sacrifice was witheld. \Ye understand that they were subsequently allowed admission  
each on presenting "a thousand mountain-like, well-trained and well-armoured elephants" :  
e.g.  
 
fl i  
 
Savaparba Slks. 20-21, Ch. LII. The verses quoted also say that the Supundrakas etc.,  
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The non-Aryan ^he non - Aryan Poundras find Poundras. mentions in the following :  
 
The Aitareya Brahman.  
 
The Mahabharat S^ntiparba Chap. LXV.  
 
 
I^S 11 CTl  
Ibid. Adiparba-Chap. CLXXVI.  
 
Sreemadbhagbata 9-20-18.*  
 
were forgiving and noble in descent ( "fsit^: ^^NW ) These adjectives are no doubt 
inapplicable to the non-Aryans.  
 
 * One of the verses quoted shows that the sons of Biswamitra were Dassyus or non -
Aryan, as according to legend they were so turned having fallen prey to the wrath and 
curse of their father Biswamitra. If Aryanism or non-Aryanism is only relative to blood 
or descent, then how is it possible that the descendants of the Aryan ^age Biswamitra 
would be classed as non-Aryans ? Then .again, in another verse of the quotations some 
castes are said to have been created from certain limbs, saliva,  
 
THE KON-ARYAN POUNDRAS. 29-  
 
 The above Poundras were admittedly the inhabitants of the Deccan, as their name is  
found associated with the Andhras, the Sabaras and the Pulindas etc., who exclusively 
lived in Southern India. In the Markendeya Parana (57), Vishnu Purdna (2-3-15)* and 
Ramayana we find the existence of a class of people in the Deccan by the name of Poundra. 
In the Ramayana (Kiskindhakdnda Chap. XXXIX ) we find urine etc. of a cow ! What can we 
call it other than a myth ? Many sections of people \vere treated in like man-  
ner, by the writers of the Sastras, who were actuated by the selfish idea of sealing the 
fates of those sections under eternal subjection by the introduction of the so-called  
concocted accounts on their caste-origins, as the compilers of the Sastras appear to have 
planned to hold their post as the ambitious castes for ever.  
 
 The meaning of the second verse, with reference to the context, in no way implies 
any connection of the Poundras etc., with the Dassyus. In quoting this, I have only  



 

 

followed the views of some notable students of social history. However, apart from those 
vague theories on the origin, it is inferable from the verses quoted that there existed a 
class of people known as the non-Aryan Poundras.  
 
The Markendeya Purana, LYII.  
 
"Tfca.t: ^fafl I'M trtpFftert"* ffrr: i"  
 
The Vishnu Purana, 2-3-15.  
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 that Sugriba when deputing Angada, Susena, Jambubana and others in search for Sita 
towards the Southern region told them to conduct their searches in Pundra, Kerala, Chedi 
etc. situated in the province of Godaveri on the South. This proves the existence of a 
kingdom Pundra in the Deccan. The Brahmabaibarta Purana (Chap. X Slk. 109) and 
Mahabha'rata also inform us of a non-Aryan Poundra inhabiting Bengal.  
 
 The Aryan Poundras are mentioned in the The Aryan Mahabharat, Sreemadbhagbata,  
Poundras. Haribansha, Manusanhita, Matsya Purana, Kulatantra, etc.  
 
Now, the question arises which Poundras  
.can the Pods trace their origin to ?  
 
In " Kulatantra," the Aryan Poundras have been defined as, i.e., An Aryan Poundra is to 
be charitable, physically strong, benevolent, worshipping the Devas and living by 
cultivation.  
 
These six characteristics of a Poundra are surely found existing in the Pods.  
 
Also, we find in " Kulatantra,"  
 
 
 
THE APP ELATION "BALA'I" OF THE PODS. .?/  
 
 i.e., The Poundras have four sub-sections, namely, the Southern Rahrese, the 
Northern Rahrese, Bengalee and Uria.* As for example, those of the 24-Parganahs, Khulna, 
Jessore, Hughly and Howrah are generally distinguished as the* Bangdlee Pods, and those 
of Midnapore as the Uria Pods. The Rahrese section of the Pods appears to exist in 
Birbhum, Maldah, Murshidabad, Rajsahi etc., where they are called the Punros ( *(c^1 ) 
and Pundras ( ).| Moreover, the title ' Baldi ' ( ^Tf^ ) which the The appelation 
^idnapore Pods generally go "Bala'i" of the by, is but a provincial or collo is a 
colloquial form of 'Balea ( Ttt*rc ), formof'Ba'Iea" w hi c h too, implies the Aryan  
which implies the Poundra Kshat- Poundras. Because, there is in triyas ' the Haribansha,-  
  
Midnapore Pods . . r . <T3 ,. , , N  
 
* * * *  
 
 Tlie Biswakosh the word 'Pod,' p. 217. | Mr. Risley's "Tribes and Castes of 
Bengal" and the "Biswakosh" appear to include them with the Pods, when those say of the 
latter's existence in Murshidabad and Maldah. Mr. Gait observes that the Pods and Pundras  
are the same. The author of 'Jatibibeka' says that the Pods of Murshidabad still call 
themselves "Poundras." In the Census Reports, the Punros or Pundras are enumerated as 
different from the Pods.  
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Chap. XXXI, Slokas, 33-35.  
 



 

 

 i.e. Sutapa was the son of the king Fen of the Lunar dynasty. His son was Bali. Of 
all the kings Bali used golden arrows in wars. He practised Yoga and turned ' Mahayogi ' 
(great ascetic). He had five sons who founded five different dynasties after their 
respective names. Anga was the eldest ; next to him were born Banga, Suhma, Pundra and 
Kalinga in succession. Kshattriyas issued from those five dynasties are termed the Balea 
Kshattriyas.*  
 
 * Similar instances justifying the name 'Balea' of the Poundras, can be cited -
from the Garurh, Vishnu, Matsya and Agni Pjiranas :  
 
The Garurh Purana, Purbakhanda,  
 
Chap. CXLIII, Slk. 71.  
 
THE APPELAT10N "BALAT OF THE PODS. 33  
 
 Of the Baleas, Pundra was the predecessor of the Aryan Poundras. The Poundras were 
otherwise called the Baleas, as the latter denotes in general all the sons of Bali. In 
the district of Midnapore, the Pods, for a very long time, how long it is not known, had 
been designating themselves as the Balais ( ^1t^ ), which numerous  
 
TO  
The Vishnu Purana, 9-23-4 and  
 
Part IV, Chap. XVIII.  
 
The Matsya Purana, Chap. XLVIII,  
 
Slks. 23-26 and 29.  
: n  
The Agni Purana, Chap. CCLXXVII,  
 
Slks. 10- 1 1.  
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 old records and documents in existence will still testify.* It is only a few years 
since they have ceased making themselves known by that name, Cf. also in the Mahabharat :  
 
 A'diparba, Chap. CIV, Slks. 51-55. N. B. These Poundras were certainly different 
from the non-Aryan Poundras of the Deccan referred to above. We see that Dusmanta's son 
Bharat, who came of the same ancestor Puru, from whom Pundra descended, was far above the 
latter in the line of ascent. (Vide ^fofa ^fostf by Sj. Durga Das Lahiri, Part I. 
Geneological trees of the Lunar dynasty according to the Puranas, pp. 307-329). Now, 
Bharat, who flourished long long before Pundra, is said to have conquered the non-Aryan  
Poundras of the Deccan. Hence, it is clear that the non-Aryan Poundras had existed long 
before the Aryan Poundras arid should not be confounded with the latter.  
 
* Vide the Census Report for 1872, in which the  
 
Midnapore Pods are registered as Balais, and also Mr. Hunter's Statistical Accounts of 
Bengal, Midnapore Vol. p. 50, in which the term 'Balai' occurs for the agricultural Pods.  
 
BASUDEB'S SON-POUNDRA. jj  
 
 which in Hindu society implies a sort of reflection on the caste-status of the 
person called by it, and adopted the appelation Bnitya Kshattriya after a unanimous 
resolution of their community in Bengal. Our inference that the Pods had been the Aryan 
Poundras is greatly supported by the application of the term " Balai." Now, we can say 
that we have arrived at the clear conclusion that the Pods descended from the Balea or 
Poundra Kshattriyas ; the old Poundra and Bdlea being respectively identified with the 



 

 

modern Pod and Baldi. The very Aryan blood which animated the Balea or Poundra 
Kshattriyas, still unadulteratedly runs in the veins of their descendants, the Pods.  
 
 In the Haribansha and Matsya Purdna we Basudeb's son see instance of a king named  
Pundra. Pundra, who, according to some, was the ancestor of the Poundras. But so  
far as his account is concerned, he is said to have left no issues whatever, calculated 
to found a lineage.  
 
e.g. ^5^5 ^rfttft 5 C"ik*  
 
The Haribansha, Chap. CLX.  
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The Matsya Purana, Chap? XLVI,  
 
Slk. 27.  
 
 The above tell us that Basudeb, the son of Sura, (this Basudeb was the father of 
Lord Sreekrishna) had a son Pundra from the mother Sutanu, who became the king. In a 
previous chapter of the Haribansha (chap. XXXV) we find that Sutanu had been one of the 
servant-maids who bore several children of Basudeb. If the view that this Pundra was the 
originator of the Poundras has any truth underlying it, it may not be unreasonable to 
infer that he was the begetter of the non-Aryan Poundras of Bengal just as Biswamitra was 
of those of the Deccan ( mc^rts fl^t: * * * toftfwfs ff^FTK <|f?($1 I The Aitareya 
Brahman), apart from the myth 'that the non- Aryan Poundras were begotten of the heavenly 
cow Suravi of Basistha (Mbht. Adi Parba). This view finds support in the Matsya Purana, 
in which we see that the elder brother of these issues of Basudeb was Jara a Nishad or 
admitted non-Aryan.  
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The non-Aryan Poundras of Bengal exist in The present ^ e ^ orm f tne inadmissible  
 
-descendants of mixed castes, the fishing Pods, the non-Aryan ,._  
 
Poundras of who stand on a quite dmerent Bengal> level from the cultivating Pods,*  
whose, origin, tradition and occupation are quite peculiar. The Hindu society of Bengal  
contains many such two different castes in a common name. There are the unholy mixed-  
blooded Kayasthas living on the art of painting and the unclean Karanas following the 
professions of Palki-bearers and boat-men.| They * "The Pods are divided into higher 
class, who live by cultivation and call themselves Padmaraj or Bratya Kshattriya, and the 
fishing Pods."  
 
 The Census Report for 1901, Vol. VI p. 372.  
 
N.B.  
 On enquiry into the whereabouts of the fishing Pods, the author has been kindly 
informed by the Post master of Pdndua, District Hughly, that they live in the village of 
Sreepahi near Pandud, and quite unlike the cultivating pods, retail fishes in the markets 
and have not the least connection with the latter. The Census authorities have made an 
error by confounding the cultivating Pods with the fishing Pods by false analogy. They  
should have distinguished them as a separate caste just as the cultivating and the 
fishing Kaibarttas are dealt with.  
 
t "itf^nf*t3l^brcw$Ft *Jt *t^*w i  
f\ ^tfl? lf% carts' ^ frirl fttore n"  
The Sudradharmatatva by Kamalakar Bhatta.  
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 have not the least connection with the Aryan Kdyasthas or Karanas except in mere 
name. It is shown above that the Pods living by cultivation belong to the Aryan Poundras. 
Now it remains to be explained what led to their present social inferiority, which is in 
come way incompatible with their high Kshattric origin.  
 
 In the Sreemadbhagbat, we find that on Kdrta Parasura'ma's birjarjuna's oppression 
on Renu- attempt to extir- k hef SQn p arasurama took the pate the Jvsnat-triyas, a cause 
vow of totally extirpating the of the Poundras' -rr , . present social in- Kshattnyas 
twenty one times fenority. j n succession, as the culprit belonged to a Kshattriya clan.* 
Many Kshattriyas  
 
 Cf : "The Kayasthas are also of Aryan blood, except the menial and cultivating 
classes (Bhandaries, etc.), who call themselves Kdyasthas, but are generally known as  
Sudras." Vide R. C. Dutt's "A History of Civilisation in Ancient India." Chap. II, p. 
172.  
 
I  
 
The Sreemadbhagbat,  
Sreedhar Swdmi's Commentaries,  
Skandha IX, Chap. XIII, Slks. 19-23.  
 
 It is also found in the Vishnu Purana that subsequently many survivors of the 
Kshattriyas fell pray to the oppressions by their Icings, which, too, might have led to  
their escape,  
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 escaped the wrath of Parasurama by taking refuge in the hills and forests lying 
beyond the range of the Brahmin's formidable axe. Some Kshattriyas fled to other 
countries where they began to live in disguise of Sudras, having given up sacred threads.  
 
*n<Ht* ^  
 
Part IV. Chap. XXIV, Paras 4 & 5.  
Ibid.  
Cf : in the Bhagabat Purana :  
l ^ I  
: ^33  
 
Skandha XII. Chap. I. Slk. 8. Also in the Matsya Purana  
 
; 1 1  
Chap. CCLXXII. Slks. 17-19.  
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It is stated in the Mahabharat, Aswamedh Parba, Chap. XXIX that,- Slks. 14 1 6.  
i. e. Afterwards, some Kshattriyas, afraid of Parasurama, took refuge in caverns like so 
many deer chased by a lion. The Kshattriyas gradually omitted to observe their sacred 
rites for fear of Parasurama, and their progeny succumbed to the state of Sudras. Thus 
the Dravidas, the Aviras and the Poundras, together with the Sabaras, sank into the 
condition of Sudras for not consulting Brahmins and through omission of the particular 
rites of the Kshattriyas.*  
 
ft fsre itftfafffas: ^ n"  
 
The Parasurama Sanhita.  
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 The above Poundras, as the Mahabha'rat says, were good-blooded Aryans and 
practised the true religion.*  
 
 To avoid Parasurama's vowed extermination, the Poundras made good their  
 
Be ngal, an unholy place for escape to Banga or the modern larl UmeT S *" Eastern 
Bengal,!" where they began to live as Sudras without  
 
TO:  
 
41  
 
The Skanda Purana, Rennkd Mdliatniya Chap. XLYII.  
 
The Mahabharat,  
Santi Parba, Chap. XLI.  
 
frro: caratw: "rafitftt: y"  
 
Savaparba, Chap. LII. Slk. 16.  
n i n"  
 
Karnaparba, Chap. XLV. Sks. 14-15.  
 
t Babu Paresh Nath Bannerjee M.A., the author of Bdngdlar Purabritta (^tsrtlft 1?^) says 
that at the time of the Mahabharat, 'Banga' implied Murshidabad, Birbluim,  
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 the ministration of priests as the place was not regarded as sacred, because the 
Aryan civilisation had not, at this time, planted its banner on the soil of the province. 
In the Rationalistic Age, in Baudhayana's time, the zone of Brahmanical civilisation had 
not extended so far as Bengal. According to him, a person travelling in this place was to 
expiate the sin by offering the Punastoma or Sarba Pristha sacrifice. Manu, who is 
subsequent to the time of Sutra literature, tells us, I. e. Men should go to Anga,  
Banga, Kalinga, Sourastra and Magadh only on pilgrimage ; otherwise they are to be 
resanctified.J Manbhum, Bankura and some parts of Burdwan, as at that time, according to 
him, the modern Eastern Bengal had been under water. (Vide Bangalar Pura-britta p. 100). 
This view may be taken with caution as we find in the Saktisangam Tantra that Banga exten  
ded as far as the Brahmaputra :  
 
II"  
+ Mr. N. N. Bose Prachya Vidya Maharnava says  
 
THE EFFECT OF BUDDHISM IN BENGAL, ./.,  
 
 After a time, the banner of Buddhism flew The effect of throughout Bengal. The 
country Buddhism in was entirely submerged in Bengal. Buddhism. The Poundras with  
other inhabitants of Bengal, in no time, em-  
 
* * * *  
 
3NS1 oiPrci itPnrtftws?, t?t*l  
 
Vide  
Part I, p. 49.  
 
 The mention of pilgrimage, in the laws of Manu, shows that any how there had been 
Aryan connection with the land. After the time of the Sutrakaras, Hindu civilisation held 



 

 

out its conquest over Bengal, and was replaced by Buddhism, to which time the above verse 
of Manu refers. The country though entirely Hooded with the spirit of Buddhism, had not 
lost the importance of the places of pilgrimage lying on it. And, though Manu flourished 
before the Buddhistic Age, the present verse was a subsequent interpolation, in support 
of which we quote the view of the great scholar :  
 
 "We have seen before that the laws of Manu in their earlier or Sutra form were 
prevalent in India, and were much respected by the other Sutrakaras in the Rationalis-  
tic Age. Those earlier laws, however, have been lost to us, and the Institutes of Manu 
which we have now, braced the new religion. 
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* The subsequent law-were completely recast and put in verse in the Buddhist  
Age. They reflect, therefore, the Hindu manners and customs of the Buddhist Age, and thus 
form an intermediate link between the earlier Sutra works of the Rationalistic Age and 
the later Dharma Sastras of the Puranic Age."  
 
Vide Mr. R. C. Dutt's "A History of Civilisation in Ancient India." Vol. II pp. 80-81.  
 
Vide also "qPttl tfRft $ftR$>T Vol. I. p. 149. "^OflSft^to  
l, 3lt*S c t*te" pp. 57 and 78 and '^frtTfa flf$<8" p 118.  
ipfi Tfafaft 4^ Ji^i sjtfa ( cnN*,tft )  
 
A paper on Buddhism in Bengal  
 
 by M. M. Haraprasad Sastri, M.A.  
 
 In support of the all pervading Buddhism in Bengal the following extracts may be 
quoted :  
 
 "During the life time of Goutama his teaching had not spread much beyond the 
kingdoms of Magadha and Kosala (roughly Behar and Oudh). But now as fresh adherents 
grouped themselves under the leading disciples Kasyapa, Ananda, Moggallana and Saripatta 
its influence slowly widened, and men began to complain that the whole country was 
turning celibate and donning the yellow robe." The Story of Buddhism by K. J.  
Saunders ; pp. 45-46.  
 
 "In the third century B. C., Kalinga was conquered by Asoka the Great, as we learn 
from his inscriptions, and this conquest probably facilitated the spread of Buddhism in 
these provinces, and also brought Bengal  
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givers define Bengal as a prohibited area for the Hindus on account of its Buddhist 
connection.  
  
 The Debal Smriti says :  
 
 Hemddri said that one should not dine with the Bengalees in the same row on the 
occasion and Orissa in closer connection with the civilisation of Northern India."  
 
Mr. Dutt's "Ancient India" Part II. p. 166.  
 
*ni  
 
The History of Gour by Pandit R. K. Chakravarti, \'ol. I. p. 25.  
 
"^ 5^1 -t^t 3 ^^ sprwn dhi ^Rf^m ^^r^ ^ ! t^ fti r  
 



 

 

Vide Bdngdldr Purdbritta, p. 159.  
 The long term of reign of the Pala kings in Bengal, who were Buddhist in faith, 
did much in turning the country into the spirit of Buddhism. Houen Tsang saw twenty 
Sangharams and 300 priests in Pundra (Northern Bengal), thirty Sangharams and about 2000 
monks in Samatata (East Bengal), ten Sangharams in Tamralipta (South Western Bengal) and 
ten Sangharams in Kama Suvarna (Western Bengal) ; Fahian saw 24 Sangharams in Tamralipta 
; this shows how the people was becoming adherents to the new faith in numbers. Vide 
Walters'  
On Yuan-Chivang, Vol. II, pp. 63-193 and  
Vol. VIII, pp. 28-124. etc.  
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 of Srddhyas. Suldpani laid down that going to Bengal except on pilgrimage was a 
sin which should be atoned for by re-investiture with the sacred thread, or observance of 
the penance " Chandrayana."|  
 
 Thus the Poundras were regarded as still The effect of more fallen for their 
adoption Buddhism on the of Buddhism ; and their recent abode the country of Banga  
(E. Bengal) was held in such a low esteem that even the mere trampling over its soil 
required re-sanctification. It is because of this deficiency of Bengal in Brahmins, 
Adisura, the king of Bengal, imported five good Brahmins from Kanoj.t Living in disguise, 
embracing Buddhism,  
 
f "  
1 I ^^-  
I  
^r*t  
I "  
 
The Prdyaschitta Vibeka by Sulapani.  
it  * * *  * *  
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 whatever they did, they never stooped to anything such as might have amounted to 
place them beneath the dignity of the Aryans. Indeed, in their new abode, they, disguised 
as Sudras, took to agriculture, as the soil of the land proved too much favourable for 
the exploit. With the increase of their population, in search for fertile regions,  
they pushed further southwards, reclaimed lands and built their habitations, where  
still now they live, with their Kshattric lineage unstained.*  
 
fan -f^ tp: iretvtffe n  
* * *  
PIN? ttfal ^1 II  
M/sra Karikd by Dhrubananda Misra.  
 
* Buddhism had no effect on inbred caste system of the Hindu Community as the following 
extracts will  
<}\o\\- :  
 
itfnii  
rtni it!  
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 In the Mahabharat, Anusasan Parba (35. 17-18) we see that 13 Kshattriya clans 
including the Poundras were vilified, denounced and cursed to sink into the state of 
Sudras, by the Brahmins, as they had been unwilling to regard the latter as supreme for 
the effect of Buddhism. Though the Mahabharat is said to have dated  
 



 

 

It^tfe C^J, ^C5f^ CTtC^ll "ItTS  
 
I C^R 3f*tSR 3t^t TRt^f  
I. &R  
 
Vide tfee Biswakosh, and also Banger Jdtiya Itihash  
Pajanya Kdnda, p. 53 by Mr. N. N. Basu.  
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further back than Buddhism, the Slokas seem to have been interpolated into it 
subsequently.* For a long time, there had been rivalries and antagonisms, factions, 
party- Brahminism conquers Buddhism cliques and deadly intrigues and j]r*fdJS 
assassinations incessantly going of the country on between the Brahminists and  
the Buddhists, enticing and inducing by entreaties and persuasions or forcing  
under royal edicts and mandates, conversions, reconversions and conversions back again, 
partial and narrow Brahminical risings here and there breaking the long-standing, all-
pervading and universally extending monotony of paramount Buddhism, some one or other of 
the kings becoming converts to Brahminism, establishing it and prohibiting Buddhism, and 
after his death  
* CTWl  
n  
The Mahabharat, Anusasan Parba,  
 
Chap. XXXV, Slks. 17-18.  
 
 Some details of the interpolated portions of the Mahabharat will be found in Mr. 
Bejoy Chandra Majumdar's article "l^tsfara? ff f% ^ fiffos "35^1" in the "Prabasi"  
Part VI. No. 8. Vide also *fr*lft Sfett N'ol. I, p. 26 by Mr. Rakhaldas Bannerjee.  
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 his successor encouraging Buddhism and suppressing Brahminism within the dominion 
and men becoming Buddhists as before, and the like. The Buddhists called others as the ' 
Heretics ' and 'O-narya' (non-Aryan) or 'O-Hindu' where and when they prevailed and some 
one of the others, say the Brahminists, called the Buddhists and the rest heretics and 
non-Hindu when they prevailed ; and so forth. In the long run the Brahminists gained 
ground and about Hiuen Tsang's time (625-46 A.D.) they won over about half the people, 
and the temples of Deva ranged side by side with the Buddhist Sangharams (big houses for 
the congregations), Mathas (houses for religious purposes) and Stupas (high and  
stupendous structures for commemorations) in almost equal numbers in every city, town and  
village, very like the present mosques ranging side by side with the temples.  
 
 On one occasion in about 712 A. D., the Brahminists under the sage Sankar2ch3rya 
(who died at the age of 30) backed by the king Sudhanwci, feigning equality of all men as  
parts of one all pervading soul (Ekatma-bada) could defeat all sects throughout India ; 
but after their demise, men became Buddhist as before. This state of things went on till 
Brahminist  
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 Brihaspati's suicide on defeat in religious discussion with the Buddhist Jihmoni 
about 1350 A.D. in Bengal, and 50 years more, when Udayana, Brihaspati's son, 
successfully defeated the Buddhists finally and established the Brahminical supremacy for 
ever in Bengal, although the spark of Buddhism worth noting was visible there even at the 
beginning of the i8th century.* The Vishnubites and Vaishnavismf were the  
 
 * Still many instances of Buddhist customs lurk in Hinduism in Bengal, the Charak 
and Nil festivals, the worship of Sitah'i, Alanasd and other minor gods and godesses, the 
custom of worshipping Dharma Devoid, Kalurdi etc. are sure and certain traces of latter 
or Tantric Buddhism. Vide ^1 $tfs, p. 90.  



 

 

 
 t Cf. "The Vaishnava religion in many of its forms seems to be only a survival of 
the Buddhist religion. There is the same theoritical equality of all men and of all 
castes, and the same prohibition against the destruction of animal life etc."  
 
Mr. Dutt's " Civilisation in Ancient India " ; Part If, p. 194.  
 
Mahamahopadhyaya Hara Prasad Sastri sfeeks to term it "Sahajia Dharma" (*Rfnrl <rti), and 
some call it  
1 Tantric Buddhism.'  
 
Vide M.M. Sastri's Bengali essay on "Buddhism in Bengal," and also <3t1jsiti% (The Aryan 
race) by Babu Satis Chandra Sanydl, p. 96, foot-note.  
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 chief medium to reconcile men. In it there could be no distinction whatever among 
men of all classes, or functions, or professions. It observed image worship, but did not 
tolerate worship by proxy; all Vaishnabas could be lay-masters of ceremony as well as 
priests. Herein it excelled Buddhism, it was more liberal. Men first turned out 
Vaishnavas. And, then by Puranas caste, worship by proxy and supremacy of the Brahmins 
were introduced and established among the people. Thus the Buddhists themselves became 
converts to Vaishnavism,and the Buddhists and the Vishnubites, converts to Brahminism.  
Now, it happened that still there was a  
The Poundras' number of people, amongst punishment for whom were the Poundras, who  
 
their non-sub- . _ L - A t> u  
 
mission to the dm not first submit to Brahmimsts. Brahrmnism, but remained content with  
the Buddhistic or Vishnubite ways of life, though subsequently they, on account of their 
miserable minority, yielded to the Brahminists who maliciously punished their delay in 
returning to the Brahminical school, by placing them down on a low level in the society.*  
 
cit  
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Moreover, the Brahmins determined, decided and concluded that if all the  
Balla'l Sen, a patron of the classes or professionals other Brahminkal than themselves be 
reduced to whims. the Sudras, and be persuaded or made "to call themselves Sudras, and  
if among all the Aryans or Hindus there be the only distinction of the Brahmin and the 
Sudra, their position of supremacy would remain safe and unmolested for ever.* In their 
endeavours 'they found Ballal Sen in Bengal so disposed and so much under their influence 
that they could get  
 
The History of Gour by Pandit K. K. Chakravarti,  
Vol. I., p. 182.  
 
Wfni Sra srt^t*f wt^ni ^ra ntfiw i"  
A paper on ' Buddhism in Bengal,'  
 
by M. M. Haraprasdd Sdstri, M.A.  
 
 * It is because of this classification that we see no existence of Kshattriyas and 
Vaishyas in Bengal to-day, except the Brahmins and Sudras only.  
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 their object accomplished through him. In the eleventh century A.D. the Kayasthas, 
(who had been Kshattriyas before) their ever-attendants and followers, became the first 
converts from Buddhism or Vaishnavism to Brahmanism and were termed the best Sat-Sudra. 
The next converts, the nine professionals^., the gardeners, the grower of Til (or the 
oil-man ?), the weaver, the milkman, the barber, the grower of betel, the blacksmith, the 
potter and the confectioner were termed the Sat-Sudra under the title of Nabasdk.* The 
next converts, the brazier, the perfumer or seller of spices, the conch-shell bangle 
makers etc. were termed the Jalacharaniya Sudra whose water the Brahmins would accept.  
 
The Parasar Sanhita.  
 
5 3t^ ^twt* sfi itftr^t: i  
: n  
 
The Ballal Charita 2-27-20 21.  
n  
 
Cited in 'Sambandhanirnaya', vide also ' (The society of Bengal) by Babu Satish Chandra 
Roy Chowdhury p. 87.  
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 The Poundraka Kshattriyas, the Subarnabanika Vaisyas and several others attached 
to Buddhism or Vaishnavism and unwilling to be reckoned as Sudra were termed Jal-
abyabaharya (^1 ^^R^J) Sudra whose water is not accepted by Brahmifls.* The Brahmins that 
performed their  
 
* Traditions say of various accounts on the social degradation of the Subarnabanikas, but 
this seems to be most reasonable.  
 
 As regards Jalacharan (use of one another's water), if there live eight Brahmins 
of Kanoj together there must burn nine ovens, none eating the rice or bread of the  
other. The Shaiva Brahmins will not accept the water of the Vaishnava Brahmin's pot and 
vice versa. The Vaidika, the Rahri, the Barendra, the Moithili, the Dravida, the Kanoj ia 
and many other Brahmins are quite separate in mess, do not intermarry, nor accept one  
another's water. The proverb goes if there live twelve Rajputs together there must be 
thirteen separate cooking pots ( "^t* 3^*1^5 C53 ftf$ " ) ; none will eat the rice or  
bread of the other. And so of othercastes. Castes are pure or impure, water giving (water 
supplied by them acceptable) or not etc., depend merely on personal whims and caprices or 
practical convenience, seeing that the water of the Chdsi Kaibarttas (Mahishyas) is 
accepted in Midnapore etc., while in Dacca none accept their water (Vide the " Bengalee," 
aoth Oct., 1917 on "the position of the Mdhishyas") ; a certain section of the Bagdis are  
regarded as " water-giving" in some part of Midnapore ;  
the Nabasakas allow their hookah to be smoked by the  
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 ceremonies were excommunicated and outcasted by other Brahmins and were considered  
lower in position although equal to them in origin, quality and every other respect. And  
the rest were termed Osprisya (^"^SF untouchable) Sudra whose touch denies others. . All 
of them had to obliterate and forget their previous Kshattriya or Vaishya Varna.*  
 
Rai Bankim Chandra Chatterjee Bahddur, the Rlslcy's Anthro- famous Bengali novelist, 
notices pometric data. that t h e p o ds approach to the Turanian (Turko-Iranian ?) and 
aboriginal type of feature. |  
 
Sir H. Risley, in dealing with the average anthropometrical data, procured from  



 

 

measurements of the heads of some one hundred members of the caste, remarks that they 
have a higher nasal index which is a sign of their non-Sutradharas in some part of the 
district. Now-a-days purity attributed to so-called high castes is not the least  
denied by the use of meals from the Wilson's Hotel etc. ! Even the touch of a Mahomedan 
or a Christian is deemed to have no effect on water when aerated and bottled ! '  
 
* For some portions of the above I am indebted to the  
author of the ''Statistics of the Hindus."  
 
| Vide in " Bibidha Prabandha' ( fift(*mf ) by late  
Bankim Chandra Chatterjee, the article "  
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 Aryan descent.* From the striking similarity of the Pods' shapes of the heads with 
those of the higher castes, the view at once sinks into insignificance. As regards the 
measurements recorded in Sir Risley's "The tribes and castes of Bengal" with reference to 
all selected castes, it is doubtful that his Indian assistants, who supplied the data, 
acted without any prejudice, as they hailed from higher castes, and procured the same 
from random samples.!  
 
 Now, the deficiencies of Sir Risley's inferences of Anthropometry have been ably 
put forward by Prof. Homersham Cox M.A. in the  
 
* Vide " The People of India" and " The tribes and  
castes of Bengal " by Sir Herbert Risley.  
 
| The Census Report of Bengal for 1910 shows how the malice and caprices of the high-
caste Hindu assistants of Mr. O' Malley served to make them work with a measure of 
irresponsibility in supplying false informations regarding the occupation of the Pods 
which is recorded in the report as fishing ! The proof as to the accuracy of this sort  
of record can be boldly challenged. The matter has been specially dwelt on at some length 
by the author in,an article entitled " ^W& srtfe ^ f*lf^5 *W9 " contributed to the ve-  
teran Bengali magazine the Nabyabharat ( JfirsfaS ) Vol. XXXV No. 5 and 6. The readers 
are also referred to the preface of this treatise for closer details.  
 
| The Modern Review ; Vol. IX. Nos. 4 and 5.  
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 pages of the "Modern Review" in the articles headed "Anthropometry and race" and 
"Statistical theory and Indian Anthropometry." We would request our readers to go into 
those scholastic contributions in details to test the accuracy of Sir Risley's view. 
Bankim Babu's theory can similarly be refuted. He, as a historian, should not have taken 
into account the formation of heads in ascertaining the races, in view of the fact  
that the contradictions of Anthropometry are most numerous, in concordance with an emi-  
nent archaeologist Professor Ridgeway, who says : "As the physical anthropologists cannot 
agree upon any principles of skull measurement, the historical enquirer must not at 
present base any argument on this class of evidence."* The same  
 
* Ridgeway. " The Early Age of Greece" P. 79.  
 
 In support of the fact that neither cephalic nor nasal index is of much use in 
determining race, what Sergi, the eminent professor of anthropology at Rome said, may be  
quoted :  
 
 " A msthod which is only in appearance a method inevitably leads to errors and can 
produce no results ; if the archaeologists have had no faith in anthropology they have 
been justified."  
 



 

 

 Cf. also, "Of two brothers one will have black eyes and the other blue ; one will 
have a long and the other a  
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 caste is recorded to bear different data according to the measurements by 
different persons, as will be known from Sir Risley's "The people of India" (p. 380. 
Appendix III ), in which there are enough variations between the tables of indices  
of the tfbches as observed by Sir Risley and Lt. Col. Wacldall respectively. Even Mr. 
O'malley, the compiler of the Census Report of Bengal, Behar and Orissa declares that " 
Anthropometry as a test of race has began to fall out of favour".* However, I cannot 
resist the temptation of quoting hereunder some extracts from the articles of Prof. 
Homersham Cox :  
 
 " Dr. Collingnon formed different cephalic indices for the different departments 
of France, so that it is extremely probable that in the United Provinces the average 
indices must vary from district to district. Unfortunately in the "People of India" the 
entries under the heading " locality" are in general very vague * * *  
 
 " Another systematic error of a different kind is that which arises from the 
individual observer. Two observers do not get quite the same results. In measurements of  
nasal indices there seem to be very great differences, for I find from the tables in the 
" People of India " ,that one round skull ; the father and mother will be tall and chil-  
dren short."  
 
Holmes, " Caesar's Conquest of Gaul". P. 286.  
 
* The Census Report, Bengal, 1911, Vol. I. P. 517.  
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 observer gives for the Kukis of Rangamati the value 85 and another 91 'i. * * It 
is true the number of subjects measured was small, but still the differences must far ex-  
ceed the probable errors. * * The existence of such large differences between independent 
observers excites doubts as to the accuracy of the values of the nasal index" " These 
methods cannot, however, be applied to the statistics of the " People of India ", for the 
number of measurements for each caste hardly even exceeds one hundred and this is too 
small a number to obtain a satisfactory frequency curve."  
 
Statistical theory and Indian Anthropometry.  
 
 " We may then be practically certain that the actual order of the indices is 
largely a ' matter of chance, so that the alleged correspondence with the order of social 
precedence is of no importance whatever. Let us then consider only the really significant 
differences such as that between Brahmans and Chamars. The Brahmans have an  
average index of 47. 6 and the Chamars of 86. This is a considerable difference, and  
the higher caste has, as it ought to have, th-3 lower nasal index. But unfortunately  
for the theory, the Kanjars a caste even lower than the chamars, have a nasal index of 
78, an index not much greater than that of the Brahmans and almost identical with that of 
the Chattris and Khattris, two of the best castes in the provinces. Further the Chamar or 
Muchi of Bengal has a nasal index of 74. 9, which within the limits of error, is the same 
as that of the Brahman of the United Provinces. It seems then that if a low nasal index 
is a sign of Aryan blood, Sir Herbert Risley is wrong in attributing to the Bengalees 
merely a " strain of Indo- Aryan blood in the higher groups." 
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He ought rather to have said that even the Chamars of Bengal have as pure  
Aryan blood as the Brahmans of Hindustan."  
 



 

 

"It will be seen I think from the above table the nasal index has no relation either to 
caste or race. The Rajputs f the Punjab are said to be pure Aryans, while the Coorgs of 
Southern India speak a Dravidian language and practise polygamy. Yet the two races have 
the same nasal index. This example would alone be sufficient to refute the assertion that 
a low index is connected with Aryan blood."  
 
" The converse proposition that the lowest nasal indices occur among the high castes is 
not true, for the Chandal of Bengal has a lower nasal index than the Brahman of the 
United Provinces."  
 
Vide Anthropometry and race.  
 
All our careful researches have proved that the Pods are the descendants  
The Pods belong to the Indo- of the Aryan or Kshattriya Aryan family. p ou ndrakas. They 
cannot be said to have belonged to any race of the non-Aryan or semi-Aryan family, nor to 
any race or caste formed by crossing. It is no wonder that the Poundra Kshattriyas after 
labouring for centuries under such diversities of 'fate no anecdotes of which were 
recorded in a systematic order in any contemporary literature of. the past, would utterly 
forget the story of their glorious ancestry.  
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Some hold that the Poimdras have been no more Kshattriyas as the other castes mentioned 
along with the names of them in the Institute of Manu,  
 
several Mlechhas . . , T , .  
 
Accounted for. live outside India and are treated as Mlechhas.* To avoid . the 
discrepancy we quote below passages from the Haribansha, which relate that all the  
Bratya or Sudraised Kshattriyas mentioned by Manu, with the exceptions of the Poundras, 
the Udras and Dravidas, were turned to Mlechhas at the instance of Sagara,  
 
Vide, t/ie Haribansha,  
Haribansha Parba, chap. XIV  
Slks. 15 19.  
 
* Vide "^wr ^TWtf^ft", t<R t^tl by late Rai  
Bankim Chandra Chatterjee Bahadur.  
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 i. e. The king Sagara, in obedience to the instruction of his preceptor Basistha, 
excommunicated the following Bratya Kshattriyas from all religions, and ordered them to 
bear different distinguishing symbols. So, the heads of the Sakas were made half-shaved, 
and those of the Yavanas and Kambojas shaved in full. The P^radas were directed to keep 
dishevelled hair on, and the Pahlavas to preserve beards. Similarly the Kolisarpas, the 
Darbas, the Cholas and Keralas, who had been all Kashattriyas before, were turned to 
Mlechhas. The same legend is found in the Vishnu Purdna also.*  
t^asi i  i  
 
The Vishnu Purana, Part IV, chap, III.  
Cf :  
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 The above goes to show that out of the twelve castes referred to in Manu's 
forgoing list of Bratya Kshattriyas, the Kambojas, the Yavanas, the Sakas, the Paradas, 
the Pahlavas, the Chinas, the Kiratas, the Daradas and Khasas were excluded from all 
religions and thrown down into the level of Mlechhas ; the remaining three, namely the 
Poundras, the Udras and Dravidas having been excepted.  
 



 

 

 Were the Poundras or the modern cultivating Pods Mlechhaised at anytime, the 
Sastras or legends would have revealed that to us ; but we get no information of such an 
incident ever happening to them. Besides, the manners and customs of Ihe people turned to 
Mlechhas in the way stated above, still stand disapproved by the Hindu society, while 
that of the Pods are strictly conformable to the latter. The language they speak is 
exactly common with that of the  
 
VF Wt' i f*RErtt*t;  
ft^sb^^Kl Ntewtoffl* u"  
 
The Mahabharat, Drona Parba,  
 
Chap. CXVIIL  
Also,  
 
cwtt pinrtf n'apfrwfa i  
: Wte tiftaifiR "  
 
Raghubansha,  
 
Canto IV, Slk. 63.  
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 Brahmins and other high castes, and contains no peculiar words which are sometimes 
found in the colloquialisms of the non-Aryan Hindus. Yet some may contend that the Pods 
are but The Pqtfs are the Hinduised issues of some ed l issues" 'of* t "on- Aryan 
aboriginal or semi-ab- non-Aryan abori- original people, who submitted ginals or semi-  
aboriginals, to the conquering Aryans, adopted their religion and mode of tillage and 
formed a low caste in the Hindu confederation of castes. In reply to this I humbly ask 
them what became of the Bratya Poundras, who are said to have been one of the most 
numerous castes in the society, to have lorded it over a large tract of country and from 
time to time to have risen to such a power that once the Poundra King Bdsudeba ventured 
so far as to declare open hostility against Sree Krishna? Has any natural destructive  
agent swept them away from this earth ? Do they still live in any other form in the Hindu  
society ? So far as the Sastras and histories are concerned we find in them no mention of 
any instance speaking of their supposed extinction, or invisible absorption in any other 
caste. Besides, there are different people in existence, such as the Palis and the 
fishing Pods who are apparently of the Pulinda and the non-Aryan Poundra origins. 
 
5  
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 Then, why should we not believe that the Poundras having fallen to the state of 
Sudras still continue to exist in the form of the present cultivating Pods ? From long 
forgotten ages, these sons of a firy military race, have, in their disguise, passed 
centuries after centuries, ignoring the Kshattric duties for fear of extirpation by  
the enemies, leading the life of a cultivating Sudra, neglected, uncared for, contented 
with their accursed lot ! The mysterious flow of time changed their edged swords and 
spears into spades and ploughshares ! Satisfied with their present peaceful pursuit i.e. 
agriculture, they never cared to turn over the pages of their past glories and thus  
made their history more and more obscure by their obstinate indifference. Even when the 
weather became clear, the terror of the enemies ceased to glare at them, they did not 
care to return to their sublime post, as in course of time they had forgotten their 
heredity and tradition ; and the fertility of their reclaimed lands having made their 
ways of living easier, they had no regard for the hard-lotted life of a Kshattriya ! Thus  



 

 

they piled up dirty ignorance over the bright edifice of history ! Yet in some measure, 
they inherit the strength, valour, unity and military traits of their predecessor, and 
retain some Kshat trie customs handed down from generation to generation till the present 
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days which are dwindling into insignificance. Some of them will be found keeping twelve 
days in moaning, a compulsory custom of the Kshattriyas which still survive in them.* 
Their women after childbrith are regarded as touchable on the tenth day from delivery, 
and the complete purification are still invariably performed on the twenty first day.  
This practice is to be followed by the twice-born castes only. | So their present customs 
in life also throw light on their Kshattric origin.^  
 
* "  The Manu Sanhita.  t " at^^t ffasl frsi  
 
The Adipurana.  
 
Paithinashi.  
 
ttf% ^rtaitwts: " The Sabdakalpadruma.  
 
The Manu, Chap. X, Sloka 40.  
 
N. B.  
The women of the castes other than the Sudras are, according to the Sastric custom, to 
use the surname 'Debi.' Though not universally, but in many instances the old records of 
the state show  
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The Hindu society at large breeds strong prejudice against these illfated  
Some Prejudiced Hindu wri- people, who, pressed by circumstances, concealed their real  
birth and embraced the life of the cultivating Sudras.* Even this prejudice often 
misleads many that the title "Debi" was applied to the names of the Pod women as 
surnames. The author has seen an old bonafide document, which is still in the custody  
of a friend of his, bearing the date of about a hundred years ago, in which a Pod woman's 
name is written as "Taramani Dei" ( Cf^ ) or Debi ("Dei" being the corruption of " Debi" 
vide the 'Prabasi' p. 187 for B. S. 1309, No. 5 and also ^fs^rft ffeai or the Sketches of 
Orissa by Mr. Jatindra Mohan Sinha, p. 68, foot-note). The woman referred to belonged to 
the famous "Midya Chowdhury family of Hijli, Midnapore. The application of this surname 
at a time when no idea of social improvements occurred to the Pods, leads to the confir-  
mation of the belief that they were Kshattriyas in origin.  
 
The Manu, Chap. X, Sloka 95.  
Also,  
 
The Mahanirban, 8/n.  
tt C?^t?5 *^CH^ i  
The Parasar Sanhita, Slk. 15.  
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 notable personalities to record unfounded anecdotes concerning them ! * Often 
times, writers of caste literatures as well as those making passing references in dealing 
with other subjects, have chosen these people as the object of their antipathy by elating 
untrue and biased accounts regarding them ! Those references have so long passed quite 
unnoticed and unprotested by the community. It is a pity that these records without any 
proof of their accuracy and authenticity  
 
et'K 3 ?  



 

 

 
The Apastambha, Slk. 5.  
 
: I etc., etc.  
The Vishnu Sanhita, 56.  
 
 The above passages lay down that a Kshattriya will adopt agriculture as his 
alternative profession in time of danger, or when emergency occurs.  
 
 * Some notable writers such as Pandit Lai Mohan Vidyanidhi, Rai Sahib Dinesh 
Chandra Sen, B.A., Pandit Rajani Kdnta Chakravarti, the author of the History of Gour, 
Babu Sarat Chandra Chatterjee the reputed novelist of the day and others in response to 
the author's humble enquiries have kindly expressed their regret for their mistaken 
references to the caste, and promised to retract such portions from their books at the 
time of the future editions.  
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 never questioned, never criticised, never tested by facts, will serve to supply 
materials in the hands of future historians and act as authorities on the subject, as 
they will be calculated to have depicted the true pictures of the time when they were 
written ! It is hoped that such distortions of facts and gross injustice to a people 
which constitutes an essential element of the nation, will no more be indulged in, and 
the historians as well as the critics will enlist their every endeavour in the loving 
study of the genuine history, not departing from the royal road of truth and not 
following the mere instinct of inbred hatred, which, indeed, account for no material 
reason. Now, to sum up what has been said : that 'Poundra' is the generic name of  
the cultivating Pods ; the Sastras speak of two different kinds of Poundras, the  
Aryan and the non-Aryan ; that the manners and customs of the cultivating Pods 
corresponding to those of the Aryan Poundrakas as described in the Sastras, and dealing 
with their designation, Baldi or Bdleya, under the category of which the Aryan Poundras 
fall, they ( the cultivating Pods ) appear to have descended from the Aryan Poundras ; 
that the non-Aryan Poundras are a distinct people and still to be found in the form  
 
THE SUMMARY. 7/  
 
of some sub-castes ; that the Aryan Poundras fell to the state of Sudras through omission 
of sacred rites, as they embraced a disguised life to escape the avowed extirpation of 
Parasurama and came to be known as the Bratya Kshattriyas ; that they embraced Buddhism 
during the Buddhist influence, and on the restoration of Brahmanism, their unwillingness 
to submit to the caprices of the Brahminists, added to the deplorableness of their 
condition. Hence, the cultivating Pods are Bratya Kshattriya.  
 
THE CONCLUSION.  
 
 So far we have seen that the Kshattric blood in the cultivating Pods still remains 
unstained. Centuries of residence in a country, where peace had been seldom tried by 
intruders' weapons, and sole dependence for living on the agricultural life, certainly 
produced an enervating effect on them. A change came over the spirit of the people, which 
misleads an inquisitive eye to form the true estimate of their past history. Without  
energy to look at their brilliant past, they, in their indifference buried their  
ancient glories under the dirty dust of oblivion ! Who seeks to lift the obscuring veil 
dropped over their great past ! Who breathes a passionate love and sympathy for the 
people, so injudiciously downtrodden ! With lapse of time, the social aristocracy is more 
and more expelling this innocent people from the domain of brotherhood and widening the 
gulf of separation by continuously aggravating hatred ! However, it is gratifying  
to note that a number of the educated bulk of the society has began to cast their 
sympathetic glances on their oppressed brethren.  
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Xow, it will not be out of place to see if Th P d ' r these fallen Poundras are ever  
gibility for re- entitled to rise on their former sanctification. . , r , status, to 
revert to their Kshattric mode of life. It is found in the Mahabharat that tfce saint 
Kasyapa resanctified many Bratya Kshattriyas at the solicitation of Prithibi ( the  
Mother Earth ). The following passages quoted from the Mahabhdrat will bear testimony to 
the fact :  
 
Tts  
 
The Mahabharat Santiparba.  
Chap. XI, Slks. 7576 and 88.  
 
i.e. Prithibi said to Kasyapa, "those Kshattriyas have been lying on me in concealment  
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 changing their names, castes and occupations. Some of them are descendants of 
Kartabirya ; please, bring them and save me ! They include the sons of the Biduratha 
Kshattriyas, whom the bears brought up in the hills. Some were saved by the saint 
Parasara ; they belong to the 45oudasha kings and have been living in the state of  
Sudras. Let those qualified Kshattriya princes reign over me ! " Kasyapa, having heard 
this, brought the aforesaid Bratya Kshattriyas and crowned them after their 
sanctification.*  
 
 So, the Pods, those neglected sons of the powerful Poundras can be restored to 
their former prestige, re-installed in their original status by performing due ceremonies 
in obedience to the directions prescribed by the Sastras. It is a pleasure that in the 
meantime the Pods have been able to realise their obscure condition and have invested a 
considerable portion of their energy towards their progress in the society !  
 
* Cf.  
 
The Manu, chap. X. Slk. 6g.  
 
 This shows that men begotten of Aryan parents are entitled to all sorts of 
purification. Hence the Pods, retaining their ancient Aryan blood in a pure and unadul-  
terated state in their veins till now, can be justified in claiming admission into the 
sacred practices.  
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 The golden rays of education beam forth over the new dawn of their life !* They 
strictly adhere to the precepts of the Sastras in all their proceedings and undertakings 
and never obviate from the proper zone. Their attempt has raised a storm in the Hindu 
society which has lost its patent liberality to approach degeneration ! Several millions 
of these Pods, as the chroniclers  
 
Cf. also, itftfanffoi afaii  
 
The Gaurh, chap. XCIV  
and the Yajnabalka, 39  
 It is said that Sankarachdrya had many Brahmins re-sanctified, who for generations 
had remained in the lap of Buddhism.  
 
Vide Tfrfafa ^fatfsHF $f%?t*T or the Social  
History of Bengal by Babu Durga Charan Sanyal, P. 448.  
 
 * " The endeavours of certain of the lower Hindu castes to raise their social 
status is rellected in their standard of literacy. Thus the Kaibartas, Pods, Namasudras  



 

 

and Rajbanshis all show signs of improvement and the Pods especially have made great 
strides." Vide Resolution ^ T - 3435 f the Govt. of Bengal on the Report on the  
Census of Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and Sikim, iqn by Mr. L. S. S. O' malley I. C. S., para 
16 on Education.  
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 say,* embraced Islam to escape the hall-heartenness and selfish whims, which later 
on characterised the remote descendants of those magnanimous people, who had sung the 
hymns of the Vedas and started the deep and earnest enquiries of the Upanishads ! Thus 
th* Hindus have marched off towards the jaws of death and destruction, and stand now as a 
"dying race" in the conclave of humanity ! Great is the penalty which the ambitious 
Hindus have paid for their total indifference towards the welfare of the men always 
standing by them ! For six centuries after 1200 A. D. the history of the Hindus is a  
 
( the History of Gour )  
by Pandit Rajani Kanta Chakravarti.  
 
 " The Namasudras aggregate about 1,861,000, and the Pods nearly half a million ; 
but the full large numbers have been converted to Mahomedanism and now call themselves 
Shekh. There are ten and a half millions of Mahomedans in the Dacca and Chittagong 
Divisions, and it has been shown that the great majority of these are the descendants of 
converts from the ranks of these two castes. There must also be many converts of the  
same origin in the Southern districts of the Presidency Division. It would probably be 
safe to say that at least nine millions of the Mahomedans of Bengal proper belong  
to this stock."  
 
Vide The Census Report of Bengal,  
1901 ; p. 396.  
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 blank ! They were only the Aryan nation in the earth who were civilised four 
thousand years ago, they are the only Aryan nation in the earth who are socially lifeless 
and prostrate in the prgsent day ! To the good luck of the Hindus Sree Chaitanya Deva 
made his appearance with the gospel of love, which readily sheltered many neglected sons 
of the society from the clutch of Islam, as the result of which a good many Pods became 
Baishnavas and yet form a part of the Hindu population. To quote from the well-known 
authority, " the caste system, which unduly exalted the powers and privileges of priests, 
had the inevitable result of degrading all honest trades and industries other than that 
of priests. Thus the caste system in its latter phase has served a two-fold object.It has 
served to divide the nation and create mutual ill feeling. And it has served to degrade  
the nation in order to exalt the priests."  
 
 After centuries of national lifelessness, there are seen indications of reviving 
life in the Hindu society. There is a struggle in the land to go beyond the dead forms of 
religion, and to recover what is pure, nourishing and life-giving ! There is an attempt 
to create a social union. In this epoch of regeneration, may the claims of the Pods be 
considered in a right way by the Hindu society which has already taken up the task and  
directed its attention towards the people whom it has so long vainly deprived of their 
birth-rights ! It is no begging, no crying but only pure self-dependence which will bring 
salvation to every unit of a nation ! The great mass of people which are untired in 
producing food grains with the hardest labour for the self-proud so-called high classes, 
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must deserve honour and gratitude of the latter, as according to the saying, "a nation of 
lawyers and officials would starve ; as far as they are concerned, they are consumers  
and not producers." They must have every respect for the dignity of labour, and above  
all, for the equal rights and common heritage of mankind. The customs and usages having  



 

 

no foundation in Dharma and the prejudices separating groups of human beings from one  
another should be obliterated by the force of mutual love.  
 
 To conclude I must quote here the bright message delivered by that illustrious 
lady Mrs. Anne Bessant, the modern popular leader of the Indian public opinion, in her 
eloquent address under the heading of "Our duty to the Depressed Classes":  
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 ''Can you for shame's sake ask for that larger liberty for yourselves, unless you 
break the chains on the limbs of these outcastes that you have bound around them ? It is 
useless to cry out to God, to cry out to England, to let you be free citizens in a free 
land, if the curse of this slavery is to remain upon the land and freedom is only to be 
the freedom of the educated people. You are educated, yes ; but does that mean the  
sole enjoyment for yourselves, of art, of literature, of all that makes life fair, and 
that to these are to be added liberty and public life and the pride of the citizen in 
free land ? Power means responsibility. Power and responsibility go hand in hand and how 
dare we ask for Indian freedom, if Indian slavery is the basis on which the pyramid of 
freedom is to be reared ? It cannot be. You must raise your people before you can stand 
up with your faces to the sun and declare that you are worthy of freedom."  
 The very same news came from Lord Sydenham, who is said to cherish an unfavourable 
attitude towards the political aspirations of the Indians ; he said : " The Indians' most 
pressing need is the abolition of caste system and here lies a magnificient field of work 
for real Indian patriots."  
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 So, they of two contradictory schools unanimously pronounced that the salvation of 
India lies in releasing the great bulk of the population from the shameful slavery in 
which they had been thrust into for generations. How happy it would have been if these 
noble utterances dived into the hearts of many Indians to resound the sky with the cries 
for readily relieving those people, who chained with heartless social usages in the name  
of religion, have been long refused access into the domain of fraternity deprived of the 
privilege to exercise the natural rights of God's creations to make use of the common 
heritage of the humanity ! But alas, except a very few, the whole mass of the nation is 
still on the role of lying indifferent to the great call without the least earnestness,  
still indulged in pouring their vile stock of scorn on so many hearts, the sacred temples 
where God resides ! yes, the platforms thunder with the firy eloquence for the elevatiion 
of the back-ward classes, the columns of news papers, pages of national literatures 
overflow with sympathy for them, but how many amongst such sympathisers have appeared in 
the real scene of work to prove conformity between their voice and action !  
 Unless the ties be broken, unless the people be apt to think others' self-respect 
as their own,  
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 unless they spread out their arms to embrace their neglected brothers, the nation 
is doomed to be left in the dungeon of eternal darkness.  
 
 The cruel imprudence and wrongful tyranny of men have shaken the heavenly throne 
of the Almighty ! The air of the new Age sends forth the pleasant news of the advent of a 
new stream of life ! The atmosphere is surcharged with quite new feelings, new prospects, 
new thoughts, spirits and ideals which mark out the Age ! The benign influence of the 
British Government has brought with it an equitable justice common to all people 
indiscriminative of castes or creeds. The ancient Sastric laws, which selfishly crossed  
the limit of reasons, are now dead and gone, and remain as mere things of the past. There 
is no concession in the British laws for the birth and parentage of a man, and a Brahmin 
is as well hauled before the Court of justice as a Sudra is done.. The ambitious Brahmin 
criminal does no more escape conviction on the strength of his so-called high birth, and 
is treated in the same manner just as a low caste man is dealt with for perpetrating 



 

 

crime of a similar nature ! The British laws have keen regards to the natural rights of 
men. It is under the vivifying influence of this Government that the backward  
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 classes have begun to conceive life in themselves. May the attempts of this 
traditionally loyal people, * under the fostering protection of the British Crown, meet 
with the generous response of their rulers ! And, may God shower in plenty His infinite 
kindness on this afflicted people showing them path on to a bright, enlivened and  
glorious future !  
 
 
THE END.  
 
 
 
* "They are, moreover, peace-loving and law-abiding  
and not at all litigious."  
 
The Khulna District Gazetteer, p. 65.  
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